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Abstract 

Drawing on the traditions of urban, health and creative geographies, this dissertation 

examines through three articles the various ways tax foreclosures and evictions in Detroit, 

Michigan are impacting the lives of everyday residents.  Explored through ethnographic 

fieldwork conducted between 2014-2016 are the cartographic visioning of real estate and the 

ways this facilitates housing dispossession, the use of a data matrix employed by the city to 

determine occupancy or vacancy of homes resulting in the demolition of one residents 

home, and the health impacts of extra-legal measures by housing speculators to evict former 

owners. Additionally, a contribution is made to the field of creative geographies with the 

inclusion, in one article, of a comic book summary of a case study. This dissertation 

proposes that the “revitalization” of Detroit is having profound and often unseen 

consequences for the lives of everyday city residents.  
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Introduction 

“It’s like a tidal wave without water” (Interview, 2016) is a common metaphor 

evoked by activists and homeowners alike to convey the devastation and displacement left in 

the wake of the 2008 Detroit housing crisis. While foreclosures are not natural, the metaphor 

of a tidal wave indicates the depth, shock and sheer volume of housing dispossession 

sweeping across the city. In the wake of this crisis, both the state and capital have seeped 

back into Detroit, a city they had largely abandoned for years as state-backed capital 

investment activities are unfolding to reconstitute, reshape and importantly reimagine small 

portions of the city, at the same time that other parts to rot, decay and wither away. Often 

referred to as “revitalization” or “redevelopment” of the city, the regeneration process is 

executed in Detroit through coupling the practices and tools of mapping locations and 

bulldozing homes. In doing so the goal is to reimagine and materially remake the social and 

spatial relations of the city in order to entice white suburbanites and capital speculators back 

to Detroit. Yet this massive reorganization of urban space is not without consequences for 

Detroiters, many of whom saw a lifetime of wealth vanish through either a mortgage or tax 

foreclosure.  A 2018 study by the Urban Institute reported black homeownership fell in 

Detroit “from 60 percent in 2000 to 41 percent in 2016” with foreclosures as the primary 

driver, in part fueled by the foreclosures crisis of 2008 (Hedman & Pendall, 2018, p. 1).  This 

dissertation attends to the processes remaking social and spatial relations in Detroit. Three 

overarching questions guide this dissertation: 

● In what ways has the cartographic visualizing of Detroit’s housing stock, largely 
undertaken through public-private partnerships, facilitated housing dispossession and 
displacement?  

 
● How have state practices to measure and categorize homes as vacant or occupied 

worked to preclude the complex and sometimes invisible ways one occupies a home?  
Importantly, how have these state practices lead to displacement of Detroiters? 
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● What are the ways the threat of housing eviction posed by both local government 

and housing speculators has effected the health of displaced owners?  
 

These questions focus on the geographies of housing currently shaping Detroit. As 

Madden and Marcuse (2016) write, “[h]ousing is under attack today. It is caught within a 

number of simultaneous social conflicts. Most immediately, there is a conflict between 

housing as a lived, social space and housing as an instrument for profitmaking—a conflict 

between housing as home and as real estate” (p. 4). Indeed, the massive reshaping and 

reimagining of Detroit centers acutely on housing—who has a right to it and how it is to be 

distributed, viewed and organized are key questions about the future of the city and who will 

occupy it then. 

Why Detroit Matters 

Attending the wedding of a good friend in 2018, I struck up a conversation during 

the reception with a couple, both of whom worked for a major publishing company in New 

York City. As the discussion turned towards my Ph.D. research they both mentioned having 

recently turned down a number of book proposals focusing on Detroit because as she 

commented, “Detroit is just so extreme.”  The point is fair enough on the surface—

publishers need to make money and selling a book focusing on the “extreme case” of 

Detroit might appeal to few readers. And yet I wrestled with her comment not because the 

prospects of publishing a book on Detroit seemed slim but rather for the core question it 

suggests: “Why does Detroit matter?” Or rather, “Does Detroit matter beyond Detroit?” I 

believe Detroit’s is relevant beyond its 140-square miles and should be of concern to those 

with no inherent interests in the city primarily because it is a place where data-driven 
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experiments coupled with new spatial technologies of remaking urban space and social 

relations are being carried out and then exported. 

The suspension of democratic processes, for instance, is a key action employed by 

the state (the city of Detroit), to facilitate “revitalization” efforts. In 2013, Michigan 

governor Rick Snyder handed Kevyn Orr near dictatorial powers over the city of Detroit. As 

its Emergency Manager (EM), his objective was to implement bold neoliberal austerity 

measures in order to facilitate capital accumulation.  During his time as EM, democratic 

processes and the power of elected officials were made impotent in what Dora Apel (2015) 

describes as, “a coup against the elected city government” (p. 29). The coup for Apel is not a 

military one but rather of a higher branch of government over a lower one.  The EM 

received his powers over Detroit through laws geographically rendering some places as in 

crisis and therefore, in the eyes of the state, warranting special intervention, which here 

means the suspension of democratic institutions. While this is not new in Michigan, the 

brazen fashion in which it was implemented in Detroit matters. During Orr’s time as EM, 

any semblance of democracy was evacuated as the state and capital sought to recapture and 

reconstitute urban space and relations. Put simply, Orr as EM, facilitated the normalization 

of authoritarianism for dealing with struggling urban spaces. This model is now being 

exported.  Shortly after his stint as EM in Detroit, Orr was hired as consultant to the 

Atlantic City EM Kevin Lavin.   

Detroit is also important for how property visualization methods are being 

developed and implemented. There private companies like LoveLand Technologies offer an 

important example. A key initial step for the state to both socially and spatially reimagine 

Detroit was to hire companies like LoveLand to collect data and map every single property 

in the city.  This comprehensive project has included time-series photographs of each 
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property accompanied by detailed ownership and tax histories as well as other kinds of data.  

We argue in Appendix A of this dissertation, the creation of these maps and the ways they 

are made accessible online was a key tool used by housing speculators. Indeed, similar to 

Orr, LoveLand is now exporting its data modeling and visualization methods of cataloguing 

properties to crisis-besieged places like Puerto Rico.  If Detroit functions as any indication, 

the future of Puerto Rico, from the perspective of housing, may well be opened up to 

worldwide capital speculation. 

Thus, in this paper, Detroit matters not so much because it is an extreme case but 

rather because of the reproducible ways the state and capital have sought to recapture and 

reconstitute a large urban space.  The processes that enabled the state and capital to remove 

low-income and often-tenuous property owners from their home are now being 

implemented in other areas experiencing acute crisis. As such, Detroit is better understood 

as a cautionary example, which other vulnerable communities ignore at their peril. 

Background 

Nearly eight years after the U.S. housing bubble burst, families in Detroit continue to 

be evicted from their homes, despite a national recovery appearing to be underway.  While 

national foreclosure fillings in 2015 decreased 3%, down 62% since the peak of the crisis in 

2010, Detroit posted a 22% year-over-year increase in mortgage foreclosures (ATTOM 

Data, 2017).  In 2017, 17% of Detroit mortgages were “underwater,” meaning home owners 

owned 25 percent more with respect to the mortgage than the property’s current estimated 

market value (ibid.). Of the total 384,672 properties currently in Detroit, 139,699 have been 

foreclosed on since 2005 affecting 1-in-3 Detroiters (Kurth & MacDonald, 2015).  

While the mortgage-housing crisis was spurred by predatory lending practices, this 

was only one of a series of housing crisis unfolding in Detroit. In fact, “the state of 
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emergency” created by the 2008 economic meltdown has become for many poor folks and 

communities of color not the exception but the rule.  Madden and Marcuse (2016) warn that 

conceptualizing the housing crisis as only occurring in a post-2008 landscape misses the 

deeper and systemic issues surrounding housing for disadvantaged and working-class 

communities.  They note for these groups that the “housing crisis is the norm” (Madden & 

Marcuse 2016, p. 9).   

Indeed, the impact of mortgage foreclosure, as extraordinary as it is, does not 

account for the October 2015 tax auction—the country’s largest ever municipal tax 

auction—which placed 28,000 homes up for sale and potentially displaced approximately 

8,000 people (MacDonald & Kurth, 2015). The city now has more renters than homeowners 

for the first time in a decade creating  a situation where housing speculation is rapidly 

escalating; the city now owns 25 percent of all property and is struggling to manage, 

categorize and view all of them such that the displacement and dispossession raises serious 

questions around housing and health.  

A number of different governmental, corporate, non-profits and other entities have 

come together in an effort to address issues surrounding property in Detroit.  The language 

of “revitalization” or “redevelopment” center these interventions which has involved 

revisioning Detroit through cartographic and data visualization methods. While there are 

site-specific aspects of how these socio-spatial technologies are deployed collectively, it is 

important to recognize Detroit’s efforts fall within a more general history of rewriting the 

city. 

The most significant and impactful way cities have been rewritten in contemporary 

US history is through redlining (Massey & Denton, 1993; Sugrue, 1996; Freund, 2010; 

Rosthstein, 2017). Traditional redlining practices marked areas in red on a map tas hey were 
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considered less “desirable” usually because of the racial makeup of the neighborhood and 

used such mapping to develop an A-D rating system. Lending and insurance practices were 

based on these ratings and as Freund (2010) notes, “a racial and ethnic calculus explicitly 

guided the rating process” limiting minorities access to mortgages and essentially accelerating 

state sanctioned racial segregation (p. 113). The very value of a home, and therefore the 

ability to get insurance and credit, was based on the notion that white space is literally valued 

and marked on a map as more secure.   

What connects redlining practices and the spatial measuring and reimagining of 

Detroit explored in this dissertation is a commitment to demarcate space as being more or 

less valuable or available for particular groups of people. For redlining the value of a 

property was connected to spaces where whites lived. In Detroit, it is about the identification 

of delinquent properties and people.  The value created here is done by territorializing 

properties (discussed below) so as to make them comparable and then return them to the so-

called market.  Various data and cartographic methods and measuring tools make visible 

properties in particular kinds of ways, to particular types of people, usually housing 

speculators. Explored through the appendixes are the various ways these sorting processes 

were executed in Detroit and how they work to produce displacement.  The connections to 

redlining are stark if we consider both as massive efforts to sort people and property for a 

goal of wealth accumulation.  What follows is a discussion of assemblage theory, 

territorialization and de/reterritorialization and how these concepts are used as descriptive 

tools for understanding contemporary Detroit.  

Theoretical Framework 

This dissertation uses assemblage theory to describe they ways housing and health 

have been produced in Detroit.  In critical urban geography, as McFarlane (2011) notes, 
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assemblage theory is used in part “in relation to urban policy mobilities” (p, 206). Here this 

dissertation deploys the theory as a “descriptive term that signals a relational process of 

composition” (p. 207). Indeed, the theory works to outline the contour of distinct 

assemblages—the coming together of individuals, institutions, objects, processes and 

“sayings’ such as ways to naming or seeing--detailed through three appendixes and how 

these assemblages are producing tax foreclosures, housing displacement and ill health. This 

is important because the dominant narrative and justification for the deployment and 

formation of such assemblages is narrowly conceived around capitalist framing of 

revitalizing the city as the background section makes clear. Therefore, assemblage theory as a 

descriptive lens works in part to, “Weaken the defining grip of urban neoliberalism on our 

theoretical imaginations and on the range of analytical possibility,” as McFarlane quotes 

McGuirk and Dowling’s important 2009 article. (McGuirk & Dowling, 2009, p. 184).  The 

assemblage approach allows us to view Detroit not in reductionists terms, but to understand 

the dynamic ways the city is actively being transformed and the consequences of such 

actions. The following section considers specifically what constitutes assemblage theory and 

the ways assemblages presented in the appendix, what I’m calling here cartographic-

revisioning, data matrix and ontological insecurity assemblages work to territorialize and 

de/reterritorialize Detroit. 

Assemblage Theory  

Central to this dissertation is exploring the tensions and linkages creating the current 

tax foreclosure and housing dispossession crisis unfolding in Detroit. While theorizing such 

networks is notoriously difficult to do without reifying causal relations or forming them into 

static binaries, the concept of assemblage offers a frame for contemplating relations as 

intermeshed and always unfolding forces.  Anderson et al. (2012) write, “Assemblages 
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provide a distinct way of conceptualizing the relations between entities and their constituent 

elements” (p. 174). Assemblage theory offers a productive way to think about core 

theoretical relations in the social sciences, such as the macro/micro or agency/structure 

binaries, not as a set of elements, which can be listed and then related to each other, but 

rather as capacities that are exercised and expressed in relation to other capacities.  

A key question of assemblage theory is not what assemblages are but rather what 

they do.  While the theory can help to open up ways of understanding social relations, it is 

nonetheless a challenging concept given its usage across disciplines and the various ways it is 

emphasized and deployed. Many draw connections with other social theories when 

discussing assemblage.  Robbins and Marks (2010) discuss assemblage theory in relation to 

Latour, Haraway, and Marx in coining the phrase “assemblage geographies.” Here they are 

interested in examining why human and non-human interactions matter.  Others, such as 

Stephen Legg (2012), point to a connection with Foucault’s term “apparatus” forming into 

what he describes as “apparatus-assemblage dialectic” (p. 131).  This research project uses 

two closely related definitions of assemblage one derived from the works of Gills Deleuze 

and the other from Manuel Delanda. 

Assemblages, as defined by Deleuze (2002) are, “A multiplicity constituted by 

heterogeneous terms and which establishes liaisons, relations between them” (p. 69). His 

definition accentuates the idea of heterogeneity, which is to say different and various parts 

coming together to form assemblages in a particular place.  For example, foreclosures should 

not be understood simply as resulting from totalizing relations of capitalism or the failure of 

the neoliberal national mortgage market working in places like Detroit.  This simply 

produces “reified generalities” between the macro and micro. Rather, foreclosures are 

constituted through components such as bodies, forms, bureaucratic formations, movement 
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of capital, language, physical location of homes, families and neighborhoods (Delanda, 2006, 

p. 18).  It is these heterogeneous multiplicities, that create a whole that can then be 

understood as a foreclosure-displacement-health assemblage in Detroit or as I have broken 

up into three distinct assemblages—cartographic-revisioning, data matrix and ontological 

insecurity assemblages.  By drawing from assemblage theory, it is these various component 

parts and their productive continuent elements which this dissertation details through three 

empirical studies.  

Manuel Delanda defines assemblages as, “Wholes characterized by relations of 

exteriority” (Delanda, 2006, p. 10).  Delanda brings in the notion of exteriority into 

conversation with assemblage and thus gives us a slightly different way of looking at 

heterogeneity, which works against essentialist or totalizing ways of theorizing.  Geographer 

Jason Dittmer (2014b) succinctly writes of the key phrase in Delanda, “These relations of 

exteriority mean that component parts of a whole cannot be reduced to their function within 

that whole, and indeed they can be parts of multiple wholes at any given moment” (p. 387). 

Certainly, this elucidates how, within a Deleuzian framework, parts are not simply aggregates 

of wholes. Exteriority emphasizes a more complicated notion of relations.  For example, 

relations of exteriority are about the “capacities to interact” and again if we consider 

assemblages creating foreclosures we see this quite clearly.  

As Guattari and Deleuze note, “There is no concept with only one component.”  To 

then define and understand the productive work that an assemblage does, other terms must 

be incorporated.  This research project relies on an axis of 

territorialization/deterritorialization. Importantly this axis should not be understood as 

binary. These terms exist as “abstract poles of a single continuum” (Adkin 2015, p. 13).  This 

point is worth elaborating for it is centrality to the Deleuze and Guattari philosophical 
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tradition. It is not privileging the stabilizing force of territorialization over the destabilizing 

force of deterritorialization that matters.  Rather assemblages have tendencies towards either 

poles or capacities to interact in multiple ways (Delanda 2006, p. 10).  As Adkin (2015) 

notes, “Assemblage always possess tendencies towards both stasis and change” (p. 13). 

Assemblages are not binaries that are created between territorialization/deterritorialization 

they are, instead, working through these binaries with varying intensities. To help emphasize 

this point, what follows is a brief description of territorialization/deterritorialization and 

how it relates to this dissertation.  

Territorialization/Deterritorialization 

Just as an assemblage functions along a continuum so too are its component parts 

continually territorializing and deterritorializing.  Delanda (2006) defines territorialization as 

tending to “increase the internal homogeneity of an assemblage, such as the sorting 

processes which exclude a certain category of people from membership of an organization, 

or the segregation process which increase the ethnic or racial homogeneity of a 

neighborhood” (p. 13). This process works to increase the “sharpness of its boundaries” 

(ibid). Adkin (2015) makes a similar point stating that territorialization is a tendency towards 

stasis (p. 49) often associated with actions by state bureaucracies.  As Hoffman (2011) writes, 

state bureaucracies are “obsessed with charting its territory through cartography, conducing 

censuses, plotting the normal course of affairs, fixated on taxation and protocol. States dig 

trenches and plot straight lines” (p. 8).  Indeed, state bureaucracies tend towards 

territorialization. Deterritorialization, at the other pole, is a “movement producing change” 

(Parr 2005, p. 69). It is a process, which “either destabilizes spatial boundaries or increases 

internal heterogeneity” (Delanda 2006 p. 12). The deterritorialization and territorialization 
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axes “can have components working to stabilize. . . identity as well as components forcing it 

to change or even transforming it into a different assemblage” (ibid).   

Together territorialization and de-reterritorialization provide a conceptual framework 

to describe property dispossession in Detroit, specifically related to work done by the three 

assemblages noted above. For example, the cartographic-revisioning assemblage detailed in 

appendix A can be conceived as working along the territorialize and de-reterritorialization 

continuum with respect to housing in Detroit. Here the city is territorializing homes into 

categories easily recognizable by the bureaucratic state like parcels of properties, paid and 

unpaid taxes, blight or salvageable properties, occupied or vacant houses. This massive 

(re)sorting of properties allows us to see, through an assemblage theory lens this rewriting of 

Detroit not simply as redevelopment or revitalization of the city but as a dynamic process. 

Assemblage theory as well as territorialization and de-reterritorialization is deployed 

here in the service of ethnography.  As David Graeber (2009) notes “Ethnography is 

essentially descriptive” and “theory is invoked largely to aid in the ultimate task of 

description” (p. 509; p. vii).  Assemblage theory therefore is used here as a means of 

description, as a kind of tool employed to view the social relations unfolding in Detroit.  

Methodology  

Housing Research on Evictions and Displacement: Key Methodological Problems 

Urban housing displacement is difficult to measure.  For years, such difficulty lead to 

political debates regarding the extent and impact of urban change (Desmond, 2016; Florida,  

2014; Newman & Wyly 2005; Lees, Slater & Wyly, 2013; Slater, 2006; Smith, 2002).  Indeed, 

who becomes displaced and where they go poses a difficult methodological problem for 

housing researchers. Newman and Wyly (2005) write, “[m]easuring how gentrification affects 

low-income residents is methodologically challenging and estimating the scope and scale of 
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displacement and exploring what happens to people who are displaced have proved 

somewhat elusive. In short, it is difficult to find people who have been displaced, particularly 

if those people are poor” (p. 27). At the heart of this difficulty is how best to determine a 

methodological approach—a way of finding those displaced and, importantly, writing their 

perspectives. Such a methodological approach must be able to account for issues like the 

vulnerabilities of those displaced, how those displaced were seen by those agents looking to 

displace them, the mechanisms invoked to affect the displacement, and the strategies 

displaced people used to resist their displacement.  Displacement is often rendered in terms 

of statistics: the numbers of certain kinds of individuals in a place before and after the 

displacement process.  Fewer studies attempt to look more specifically at the experience of 

displacement and the effects it has on those who are displaced.  In an attempt to understand 

displacement at this more fine-grained level, this dissertation looks to the personal stories 

and experiences of those most affected by the complex assemblages of housing evictions in 

Detroit through a militant ethnographic research approach. What follows is a brief 

consideration of geography’s broader engagement with ethnography, which then extends 

into answering the specific question—What is militant ethnography? Considered in detail is 

how does such a methodological approach work to find Detroiters displaced from their 

homes?  

Geography and Ethnography 

Ethnography is considered both a method and methodology consisting of 

“[e]ntering and communicating the experience of men and women in a given context: their 

way of apprehending the world, of considering their place in society and their relations with 

others, of justifying their beliefs and actions” (Fassin 2011, p. X).  While the method uses 

interviews and participant observation as its primary way of collecting data; the writing can 
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range from standard textual descriptions to creative works employing video or even graphic 

novels as the central modes for communicating field research.  Such practices and traditions 

are firmly established in both the fields of anthropology and sociology. One need only 

consider the works of Boas (1901), Malinowski (1922), Meade (1928) within anthropology 

and W.E.B Du Bois (1898), Drake & Cayton (1945), and Cavan (1948) in sociology to 

understand the depth and richness of ethnography in both fields. In geography the roots of 

ethnography are less clear. Cloke et al (2004), claim that scholars like Carl Sauer’s should be 

understood within the ethnographic canon, while others see the starting point as much later, 

emerging out of the ‘cultural turn’ in geography, which was responding to the quantitative 

revolution in the 1960s and its lack of human engagement (Laurier et al. 2017, p. 18). 

Regardless of the murky origins of ethnography within geography, a handful of writings 

emerged in the 1970s that are without question ethnographic and which closely aligned with 

the fields of anthropology, sociology and importantly the goals of this dissertation which is 

orientated towards social justice (Ley, 1974; Rowles, 1978; Western 1981).    

David Ley’s (1974) ethnography titled, The Black Inner City as Frontier Outpost is of 

central importance here (Cloke et al. 2004). Jackson (1998) notes of the book: “[i]n the mid-

1970s, ethnographic social research was still largely unknown within human geography and 

David Ley provided the discipline’s first and, in many ways, most lasting example” (p. 76).   

This classic geography text explores the lives of black Philadelphia residents and by doing so 

is centrally concerned with exposing urban racialized injustice. Significant for this 

dissertation is both Ley’s urban focus and commitment to anti-racism (Darden, 1976; 

Jackson, 1998 & Cloke et al. 2004). His pioneering book is a forerunner for militant 

ethnography because his work demonstrates a commitment and orientation towards social 
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justice research.  What follows is a detailed description of militant ethnography as 

methodology for enacting social justice research. 

Militant Ethnography 

Militant research, the more general research orientation to that of militant 

ethnography is understood as, “The place where activism and academia meet” (Bookchin et 

al. 2013, p. 4).  Colectivo Situaciones describes such a research approach as, “A practice 

capable of articulating involvement and thought” (ibid, p. 5). While Shukaitis and Graeber’s 

(2007) foundational collection begins by declaring militant research, “Starts from the 

understandings, experiences, and relations generated through organizing, as both a method 

of political action and as a form of knowledge” (p. 7).  Key is that militant research involves 

a commitment to both being involved and developing both questions and knowledge from 

experiences as an activist. Jeffrey Juris (2007) employs the tenets of a militant research 

approach and deploys them through ethnographic methods. He notes that militant 

ethnography is a, “politically engaged ethnographic practice” which he suggests, creates an 

“embodied understanding” for the activist researcher.  It is predicated on “extremely intense 

emotions involving alternating sensations of tension, anxiety, fear, terror, collective 

solidarity, expectation, celebration, and joy” (p. 164 & 165). Ultimately this research 

approach necessitates “long-term relationships of mutual commitment and trust.” For him 

this form of participant observation ultimately produces, “politically engaged ethnographic 

practice not only allow researcher to remain active political subjects, it also generates better 

interpretations and analysis” (p 165-6).  

Anthropologist Nancy Scheper-Hughes (1995) took a similar approach when 

exploring the relationship between mothers’ delayed maternal feelings and poverty in Brazil. 

It was demanded by her informants that she take up her previous organizing work (started as 
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a Peace Corp Volunteer) as a condition for them participating in her scholarly work. This 

was a revolutionary moment for Scheper-Hughes. The more engaged she became in 

organizing work such as garbage collection in the favelas of Brazil, the more her 

“understandings of the community were enriched” and her “theoretical horizons were 

expanded” (p. 411). 

By taking up the methodological approach outlined by Juris and Scheper-Hughes, 

finding those most impacted by foreclosures and evictions becomes a relatively easy process. 

I began working with the community group Detroit Eviction Defense (DED). Emerging out 

of the Occupy Movement of 2011, DED is a grassroots coalition of homeowners, 

anarchists, faith-based activists, union members, die-hard Democrats and community 

advocates. To be clear, the group is not a charity organization or NGO, but rather a 

coalition of homeowners who are currently or have in the past faced eviction and housing 

displacement.  Central to the group’s work is using direct action (from home defense to legal 

strategies to picket lines) to keep poor, disenfranchised Detroiters from losing their homes.  

My militant ethnography started by joining the organizing of DED through acts of solidarity. 

It is these acts the bonds of trust were developed which helped to facilitate significant 

relationships with informants and interviewees and then led to key insights into the complex 

assemblages perpetuating housing displacement.  

The importance of starting from acts of solidarity cannot be overstated. As both 

Juris and Scheper-Hughes emphasize, it both facilitates one’s entrance into the field and is 

also theoretically productive. There are meaningful differences, however, between the 

militant ethnography of Juris and to a lesser extent of Scheper-Hughes and my own. 

Although working with DED, my dissertation is not about activism.  Rather, involvement 

with DED encompassed a process of legitimization and vetting. That is to say, Juris’s 
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embodied acts of solidarity (i.e., participation in picket protests, being present at courtroom 

hearings) helped me gain mutual trust and commitment. It was only from this point that I 

then approached and engaged individuals about their personal experiences regarding evictions 

and housing displacement. This was not simply done for “access to informants,” in the cold 

clinical language typical of social science research. Instead, this situated my research both as 

political and ethical and  not for data extraction; it was an engagement with the community 

on a much more personal level. At the same time, my experience with the group provided 

not only insights into the foreclosure and eviction crisis but in fact my position as an anti-

eviction activist drove and formed the research questions addressed through the appendixes.  

That is to say the positionality of a political engaged researcher lead me to questions rather 

than me going into the field with a set of questions needing answers. As Scheper-Hughes 

described how organizing in the favelas greatly informed her academic work, so too has the 

positionality of being an active participant in DED provided key insights into the complexity 

of housing displacement. It was for this very reason that a militant ethnographic approach 

was employed to examine housing in Detroit. 

On Ethnographic Writing: Accountability and Reciprocity  

As Historian and lawyer Staughton Lynd (2008) notes about working with 

marginalized and disenfranchised communities: “the key is to acquire a skill useful to poor 

and working persons. Armed with such a skill, just behave as a moderately decent human 

being and ‘accompaniment’ [read also a solidarity] will be a piece of cake” (p. 58-7). I find 

Lynd’s statement to be of central importance—needing serious and thoughtful reflection by 

all critical geographers whose work emerges from working in poor communities. For me his 

statement evokes the question—what exactly is the skill set I brought to DED during and 

after my fieldwork? Can telling the stories of DED members be considered an act of 
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reciprocity? Equally, his statement is unnerving, for it beckons the related question: is the 

telling of others’ stories, often conceived of as the act of giving back to a community by 

many researches, really an act of solidarity?  

The question of writing as a legitimate way of contributing to communities in 

struggle is a provocative one. Laura Pulido (2008) offers constructive insight into this 

question through a discussion of reciprocity. “Don’t be fooled,” Pulido writes of scholars 

who conceptualize their part in reciprocity (give and take between researcher and larger 

community) as “telling the story of subordinated or otherwise marginalized groups” (p. 351). 

Often academics conceptualize their skill set and thus their contribution as telling others’ 

stories. This is not reciprocity because it does not go far enough in challenging or shifting 

power, according to Pulido. The work of storytelling is not unimportant, “subordinated 

groups’ stories must be told if the situation is to improve.” She warns, however, that “there 

is ample evidence that simply telling that story will not lead to any substantive change” (p. 

352).  

While Pulido’s point is well taken, the case of foreclosures and evictions in Detroit 

offers an important counter example. A key theoretical insight gained during my field work 

was that exposing the workings of speculative capital, both its location and identity, and the 

ways it impacts Detroit residents is a key political tactic employed by housing activists. 

Indeed, picket lines in front of banks notorious for foreclosing on homes informs the 

community of the underhanded deals these institutions perpetuate. Phone calls to the offices 

of housing speculators and press releases about their actions often is enough to force them 

into negotiation with former owners.  Storytelling here works in a similar way, it names and 

spatially situates what is otherwise depersonalized interactions, institutions and often unseen 

flows of capital with the narratives of people directly displaced. For instance, Flagstar Bank 
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promotes itself as a “community bank” and sponsors marathons and soccer teams in 

Detroit. Yet one DED member, an elderly disabled woman was being eviction by the bank, 

despite her requests for a health modification on her mortgage.  Telling the story of this 

women made public the workings of the bank and in turn helped force the bank back into 

negotiations.  Also, small firms speculating on housing in Detroit do not want to be viewed 

as taking part in predatory practices. Akers (2017) quotes one speculator as saying “‘No one 

wants to be called a speculator, and even those that are don’t see themselves that way’” (p. 

124).  Publicly framing their practices through telling how they will displace or have 

displaced people is therefore a critical tool, which can directly and materially impact the lives 

of homeowners and in some cases, in part, help them win their homes back. 

Importantly, telling the stories of subordinate groups is not an abstract exercise. In 

one case, a California based housing speculator actually sued both DED and Akers for 

defamation of character, indicating the power of recounting the stories of displaced peoples. 

In other cases, which are far more common, when DED members have won their homes 

back it is not unusual for them to sign nondisclosure agreements indicating they will refrain 

from publicly discussing the company’s actions. Telling the stories of how housing 

speculators displaced Detroit residents does create substantive change and in doing so works 

precisely in the way that Pulido would hope.  

Ethnographic Writing: A Case for Comic Books as an Act of Reciprocity  

How we communicate the stories of displacement and anti-displacement struggles is 

an important part of ethnography. As Didier Fassin (2014) writes, ethnography is “about 

entering and communicating the experience of others: both verbs are crucial” (p. X). More 

than a methodology, ethnography is a way of communicating our findings to the world. To 

actually affect the power relations discussed by Pulido, ethnographic writing should strive to 
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create works extending beyond our academic borders which can include embracing creative 

methods.  This might, as anthropologist Ruth Behar (2003) notes: “be the most grueling but 

necessary and enlightening way to discover if what we have to say is significant beyond the 

safe space of our academic homes” (p. 35).  Indeed, if the telling of others’ stories is 

relegated to academic journals away from the public glare, then the acts of solidarity and 

reciprocity, the very foundation upon which militant ethnography rest, are undermined. 

Therefore, careful reflection is necessary regarding how we communicate and the venues 

into which we choose to publish. For this dissertation, the writing of interview data, in part, 

was rendered in comic book form as a means to make my fieldwork matter beyond the 

confines of the university. In what follows, I reflect on the ways comic books (re)present 

socio-spatial relations and what this might suggest for geography and militant ethnography 

more generally. 

Comic Book Geographies 

The burgeoning field of comic book geographies saw its first collection of essays 

released in 2014. The introduction written by Jason Dittmer (2014a, 2014b) is a reflection on 

the ways place can be understood in comic books. He outlined the idea of “place in comics,” 

which refers to  as “the role of comics’ representations in the constitution of particular 

places” (p. 16). His definition of the role of place in comics goes far in bringing a geographic 

perspective to comic book studies. The essays, however,  did not include any discussion of 

using the medium as a means of communicating and disseminating findings from fieldwork. 

Despite geography’s lack of engagement with writing comics, other writers whose work 

relies on interviews offer insights into how the medium creates a complex rendering of place 

and social interactions that parallel ethnographic fieldwork. 
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One distinguishing characteristic of graphic novels (here I use this and comic books 

interchangeably) is how they layer meaning through images and words to create a sense of 

place (or the social relations which constitute a place). Palestine, a comic book by journalist 

Joe Sacco (2001), has a three-panel scene, which powerfully demonstrates the medium’s 

potential. While staying in Gaza, Sacco spent time interviewing teenagers injured during the 

First Intifada. Below is the story of Rafat, who was shot in the abdomen and left partially 

paralyzed during a protest. Sacco interviews him in his home surrounded by his family and 

friends.  

 

 
Figure 1. Palestine p. 205  

 

Sacco, out of frame directly poses the question to Rafat, the young man facing the 

reader. He is asked how the community views his injury. Yet, he is not the first to respond. 

Another person unseen and only represented by the word balloon, speaks for the 

community, stating, “They respect him,” from which Rafat repeats, “They respect me.” The 

even framing and pacing of the panel never moves from Rafat. He is looking directly at the 

reader; all is focused on him and his reaction. This combined with his response layers an 

unanswered, possibly an unanswerable question into the interaction. Was Rafat expressing 

his own view? Other questions could also be asked of this exchange, such as what 
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constitutes the nature of an individual view or opinion?  Clearly here the view is a kind of 

assemblage (a coming together of objects, bodies and sayings), impacted and informed by 

the place and surroundings of what is being uttered. Importantly, the comic book form, as 

employed by Sacco, allows Rafat’s response to either be left or explored later. Additionally, 

we can literally see the complexity within the response. The sequence speaks to the deep 

meanings circulating in this place about disabled youth in refugee camps. 

The graphic novel not only works as a type of “thick description” in Geertz’s sense, 

articulating both the spoken and unspoken social relations unfolding in a place, but also 

informs the type of questions a researcher will ask during an interview (Geertz, 1973). Sacco 

expressed how the medium informs the type of questions he asks in a conversation I had 

with him in May of 2012, which appeared in the first ever comic book interview to be 

published in a peer reviewed journal (Wilson & Jacot, 2013). He noted,: “You ask visual 

questions” (p. 6). While this may seem simplistic, this approach in fact elicits a breadth and 

depth of responses that otherwise might not have been explored. Figure 2 below illustrates 

Sacco’s point:  
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        Figure 2. Wilson and Jacot  

 

A visual question here elicits an answer revealing a level of brutality that might have 

been left unarticulated. Important for considering ethnographic writing, the medium through 

which you will write can greatly inform the type of questions you ask while conducting field 

research.  Equally important is that both pieces testify to how invaluable interviewing is as a 

method for accentuating a myriad of social formations, relationships and meanings. Semi-

structured interviews coupled with participant observation are the main methods I used 

during my fieldwork. For me, being and doing with the people I was observing (participant 

observation) and talking with those people (interviewing) are the most productive methods 
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for engaging with how housing and health are mutually constituted in Detroit. In this 

respect, reviewing the above comic book pages shows the power of interviewing, revealing 

many of the complex power relationships inherent in conducting interviews and the intricate 

dilemmas of representation. As geographer Linda McDowell (2010) notes, “[w]ords, stories, 

narratives matter. It is how we explain ourselves to others, how we justify our actions (or 

inaction), how we present ourselves to others” (p. 156). As an interpretive methodology, 

interviewing offers a unique way of collecting data, for it attempts to elicit how others 

“think, know or feel” (Secor, 2010, p. 195). For me, the stories people tell about their health, 

foreclosures and evictions are largely absent from discourses about housing foreclosures and 

evictions in Detroit. Interviewing is a productive method for exploring those stories with the 

intersection of housing instability.  

Clearly graphic novels offer much for writing ethnographically but possibly more 

importantly are ways the medium can reach broader audiences and by doing so put pressure 

on housing speculators and other property-owning entities to treat former homeowners 

fairly. I created numerous comics stemming from my work with DED. These comics help to 

spread the word about individual stories and are used by DED to communicate past cases 

they have fought and won. 

Present Study1 

Title: Appendix A 
Cartographic Data Visualization and the Dispossession of Black Real Estate Wealth 
in Detroit’s Great White Revival 
By Jeffrey Patrick Wilson, Sarah Launius, Geoffrey Alan Boyce 
 

Abstract: Appendix A 

                                                
1 The abstracts presented below also appear in the respective appendix. 
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This paper interrogates the practices of cartographic data visualization that are helping to 

shape the materialization of a new and gentrified Detroit. In order to streamline public 

investment in blight removal and municipal service provision, the City of Detroit has 

invested in a public-private effort to map, categorize, centralize and make publicly available 

updatable information on every parcel of property in the city - including its history, 

ownership, conditions, tax and foreclosure status. This archive of data, managed by the 

startup LoveLand Technologies, has now been packaged via the company’s proprietary 

online web platform makeloveland.com, and it allows its users to make targeted and 

informed decisions about investment in the city from anywhere in the world.  Champions of 

the City of Detroit’s mapping campaign have generally couched their support for this project 

in the language of “accessibility,” “transparency,” “democracy,” “good governance” and 

“revitalization” – discourses emerging largely via a municipal and nongovernmental embrace 

of the “Smart City” paradigm.  We find that in the context of Detroit’s ongoing housing 

crisis, the practices involved instead expose poor and disadvantaged residents to predatory 

real estate speculation and related financial hustles while reifying a cartographic vision of the 

city. 

Summary of Findings: Appendix A 

In 2012, The Blight Removal Task Force was formed in Detroit with the primary 

goal of identifying blighted property. In forming the task force, the city partnered with a 

number of data and mapping companies to conduct windshield surveys of every single 

property in the city. This major project aimed not only to identify blight but equally 

centralize and standardize both data and visualization information on every single parcel of 

properties in Detroit’s 140 square miles. At the center of this property visualization 

undertaking was the private company LoveLand Technologies.  While the Blight Removal 
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Task Force final report was used to trigger federal monies for blight removal, LoveLand has 

used the information collected from the task force in their online platform. Arguing they are 

democratizing data and cartographic information, there is evidence that their streamlined 

and highly usable platform is a significant tool used by housing speculators, primarily during 

the Wayne County Tax auction. 

The ways LoveLand makes property information highly accessible and useable across 

a number of scales of visibility (from parcel to street to neighborhood to the city) and 

platforms makes it ideal for use by housing speculators. The company provides detailed 

visual and statistical information on every neighborhood in the city.  For example, one learns 

simply by clicking on a neighborhood specifically how many homes are owner occupied or 

up for tax foreclosure. One can use the platform to move down to the parcel level and view 

an image of each property over time.  This is coupled with detailed tax information about 

each home. One can easily learn if the homeowner’s is taxes are in arrears, the name of the 

owner and how much money is owed on the mortgage.  

 Our research suggests that the LoveLand platform was widely used by housing 

speculators in Detroit during the tax auction process. The research is coupled with our 

ethnographic data highlighting the story of Susan and John, who lost their home twice to 

housing speculators.  Their story speaks to the dispossession of black middle-class wealth. 

 This paper contributes to the literatures on smart cities and critical cartography by 

bringing into question the dangers of taking data driven paradigms at face value. The paper 

questions the notion that unfettered democratic data put online does no harm, but rather 

facilitates the dispossession of properties.  
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Title: Appendix B 
Seeing Like A City: Detroit and Measuring Occupancy 
By Jeffrey Patrick Wilson 
 
Abstract: Appendix B 

The “Great Recession” exacerbated a housing crisis in Detroit, Michigan where 

twenty percent of all properties, an astonishing 78,000 lay in state of abandoned or vacancy.  

These properties are now central to the plans of technocrats and government officials to 

“reinvigorate” a sluggish real estate market and re-establish a consistent tax base.  In order 

for this reinvigoration to happen properties held by the city must first be sorted as either 

being blighted or salvageable. If determined to be blighted the city triggers a razing process; 

if salvageable the property returns to the market via the municipal tax auction. The property 

assessment process begins by employing a data matrix to sift through, view and categorize 

properties as either occupied or vacant.  To understand the impacts this initial state centered 

housing typology has on the lives of everyday Detroiters and the potential slippages 

produced, I employ the lens of state simplification and legibility conceptualized by James C. 

Scott.  Elaborated through a case study this paper recounts via interviews, legal documents 

and court transcripts the demolishing of Mr. Danny Murray’s home by the city of Detroit. It 

argues that the Detroit Land Bank Authority, the city department responsible for this initial 

triaging of properties as either vacant or occupied, inevitably misses—to disastrous ends—

the vernacular knowledge and quotidian practices of what constitutes of living in a home for 

some Detroiters. 

Summary of Findings: Appendix B 

James C. Scott’s theoretical framing of state knowledge as myopic particularly as it 

relates to organizing space is applied to the case of the Detroit Land Bank Authority 

(DLBA). As the largest landowner in the city, and quite possibly the country, the DLBA 
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developed a data matrix to determine if the 100,000 properties they administer are occupied 

or vacant. This initial assessment is critical in pipelining properties to either demolition or 

rehabilitation. Scott’s concept of state simplification is an important theoretical lens for 

understanding this process. State simplification essentially is the practices by states of taking 

complex interactions and spatial relations and imposing a grid of legibility on it as a means of 

control. By applying the data matrix to home occupancy, the state simplifies complex 

housing relationships and reduces them to six quantifiable standards. In this paper, it is 

argued that the state cannot see or understand the quotidian practices of living in a home in 

Detroit through this matrix. 

 The story of Danny Murray demonstrates how state simplification in Detroit 

produces displacement. Mr. Murray, a lifelong Detroiter, inherited the family home in the 

late 1990s after his mother’s passing. Unbeknownst to him and years later he lost the home 

to tax foreclosure, which technically means unpaid taxes reverted the property back to the 

DLBA. While he claims to have paid the taxes, not an uncommon story in Detroit, the 

property nevertheless was lost.  Applying the data matrix, the DLBA found the home vacant 

despite Mr. Murray still occupying the property. All of his worldly possessions were thrown 

in a dumpster as the home was deemed blighted and was eventually bulldozed.  

 The case study of Mr. Murray demonstrates how the state, represented here as the 

DLBA, could not see, despite their best efforts rooted in data driven decision making, the 

way Mr. Murray occupied his home.  For example, Mr. Murray often traveled between the 

suburbs and his home in Detroit in order to help raise his grandchildren leaving his home 

sometimes for weeks on end.  He did not therefore have either electricity or water running 

to the home, which both are key metrics for the DLBA to determine occupancy. The DLBA 
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could not fully comprehend Mr. Murray’s complex spatial relations with his home and to the 

suburbs through their metric.  

Title: Appendix C 
Ontological Security and the Threat of Eviction: Are Tax Foreclosures and Housing 
Speculators Making Detroiters Ill? 
By Jeffrey Patrick Wilson and Alex B. Hill 
 
Abstract: Appendix C 

This paper interrogates the threat of housing eviction resulting from foreclosures and its 

impacts on the health of individuals and families in Detroit, Michigan.  As key markers of 

social stress, foreclosures and the threat of eviction constitute a complex health geography 

that is unfolding as neoliberal forces set to “redevelop” and “revitalize” the city.  Since 2004, 

81,346 of the city’s total 380,000 homes have gone into mortgage foreclosure (Wayne 

County Treasurer, Date). While in 2015, Wayne County, in which the City of Detroit is 

located, executed the largest municipal tax auction of tax-foreclosed properties in U.S. 

history (Kurth & MacDonald, 2015). Together these modes of foreclosure have put roughly 

35,000 owner occupied homes back into the real estate market, exposing an estimated 

105,000 people to possible evictions. Some estimates have found 1 in every 6 houses that 

were included in the 2014 Wayne County Tax Auction became newly unoccupied in 2015 

(LoveLand, Detroit: After the Auction, 2014). And, yet, given this increased exposure to 

housing instability we know relatively little about the connections between the threat of 

eviction stemming from these foreclosures and health in Detroit. In order to address this 

gap, this paper examines eviction data from the tri-county Detroit region between 2009-

2013, tax foreclosure data, and interviews with former homeowners collected during 

fieldwork between 2014-2016 to think about how foreclosure and health are interrelated 

processes. We find that the threat of eviction is not a uniform category, but a complex social 
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spatial relationship creating multiple health consequences, specifically a disruption of 

ontological security for those being evicted.   

Summary of Findings: Appendix C  

Developed around a mixed-methods approach employing ethnographic case studies 

and spatial data collected on housing eviction in Detroit, this paper examines the health 

impacts resulting from informal threats of evictions.  Here ontological insecurity provides 

the primary theoretical lens for exploring the health impacts of evictions. The disruption of 

ontological security results when the routines and rituals associated with one’s home 

becomes disrupted or stressed.  The paper focuses on two case studies, in particular, to 

demonstrate how an informal threat of eviction (i.e. posting threatening notes on the door, 

harassment through phone calls or text messages) erodes former homeowners’ ontological 

security.   

The first case, of Ms. Smith (a pseudonym) illustrates precisely how ontological 

security can become unraveled.  As a former autoworker, Ms. Smith worked for nearly 30-

years to buy and pay off her mortgage. Falling ill from breast cancer, she made arrangements 

with the county to pay her taxes, yet something went wrong and she lost the home to tax 

foreclosure.  Local real estate speculator Metro Properties bought the house.  While Ms. 

Smith legally worked to win her home back, the company undertook a series of threatening 

actions to evict her.  These actions worked to disrupt Ms. Smith’s ontological security and 

speak to the micro-actions and aggressions implicit within eviction processes. 

The second case, of Mr. Jimmy and Ms. Victoria (both pseudonyms) illustrates how 

more aggressive actions by housing speculators leads to not only the disruption of 

ontological security but can manifest in illness. Here Mr. Jimmy and Ms. Victoria lost their 

home twice to a tax foreclosure. The first time the home was sold at tax auction a local 
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housing specular Mike Kelly bought it and worked out a land contract with the couple. He 

did not pay the property taxes ,however,  and the home was foreclosed on for a second time. 

The second speculator, a California based investor was far more aggressive in threatening 

eviction. While pursuing a court ordered eviction, the speculator also continually harassed 

the couple. The pinnacle was cutting down the couple’s pine trees in their front yard, an 

action which technically not illegal nevertheless resulted in Ms. Victoria suffering a stress 

induced heart attack that same day.  

These two cases provide insight into how health is directly impacted by socio-

economic processes of home foreclosure. In particular, through an analysis of these two 

ethnographic examples, the concept of ontological insecurity is unpacked and deployed in 

relation to our current understanding of ill health. This focus thus sheds light on how health 

geographers can trace and examine the largely unseen health impacts of property 

dispossession. 

Conclusion 

Addressing housing displacement and dispossession in Detroit must include the 

voices, concerns and perspectives of everyday residents. This is paramount for a more 

robust understanding of the consequences of redevelopment efforts currently underway in 

the city.  This dissertation embraces this task by employing a militant ethnographic 

methodology. It explores various aspects of cartographic visioning of properties and its 

impacts facilitating housing speculation stemming from municipal tax foreclosure auctions. 

It also investigates the case of a home demolition resulting from the city’s inability to see 

vernacular and quotidian spaces. And finally it integrates the disruption of ontological 

security of former homeowners as it relates specifically to everyday intimidations and threats 

carried out by housing speculators.  All three of these appendices are detailed through 
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ethnographic case studies, positioning the voices and stories of Detroiters at its center. 

Taken together, this dissertation focuses on the home of Detroit residents demonstrating the 

ways it is a contested space where both the state and capital are seeking to reconstitute it 

under the auspices of redevelopment as a remedy for the consequences of post-

industrialism. This dissertation traces these impacts and in doing so offers key contributions 

to the fields of urban, health and creative geographies. 
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Abstract 

This paper interrogates the practices of cartographic data visualization that are helping to 

shape the materialization of a new and gentrified Detroit. In order to streamline public 

investment in blight removal and municipal service provision, the City of Detroit has 

invested in a public-private effort to map, categorize, centralize and make publicly available 

updatable information on every parcel of property in the city including its history, 

ownership, conditions, tax and foreclosure status. This data archive, managed by the startup 

LoveLand Technologies, has now been packaged via the company’s proprietary online web 

platform makeloveland.com, allowing its users to make targeted and informed decisions about 

investment in the city from anywhere in the world.  Champions of the City of Detroit’s 

mapping campaign have generally couched their support for this project in the language of 

“accessibility,” “transparency,” “democracy,” “good governance” and “revitalization” – 

discourses emerging largely via a municipal and nongovernmental embrace of the “Smart 

City” paradigm.  We find, however, that in the context of Detroit’s ongoing housing crisis, 

the practices instead expose poor and disadvantaged residents to predatory real estate 

speculation and related financial hustles while reifying a cartographic vision of the city. 

 
Keywords: Cartographic Data Visualization; Detroit; Smart City; Housing, Evictions and 
Gentrification; Real Estate Speculation 
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Introduction 

In September and October of 2015, nearly 25,000 houses – of which approximately 

6,500 were still occupied – went up for sale in Detroit, Michigan, in the country’s largest-

ever municipal property auction (Ramirez & McDonald, 2017). The fully online bidding 

process provided an opportunity for anyone in the world to purchase vacant or occupied 

property in the city. Implemented under the guise of revitalization, the auction was facilitated 

by an ongoing public-private effort to map, categorize, centralize and make publically 

available information on every single parcel of property in the City of Detroit. As elaborated 

below, this cartographic detailing and organizing of real estate information in Detroit, while 

intended to aid management and removal of blighted properties, also provides a powerful 

tool for gentrification and therefore perpetuates dispossession and displacement of the city’s 

residents by property speculators.  

In the growing literature on development and dispossession in Detroit, scholars have 

focused on the incubation of real estate markets, land contracts and purchase agreement 

speculation, urban greening and significant problems surrounding both the tax foreclosure 

process and auctions (Akers 2017a, 2017b; Safransky 2014; Hackworth 2016b; Dewar et al. 

2015b; Thomas & Bekkering 2015).  In this paper, we contribute to this scholarship by 

investigating how processes of managing, coding, visualizing and making public both parcel 

level and tax foreclosure data facilitate the dispossession, displacement and usurpation of 

Black real estate wealth in the city. Here we are interested in the practical spatial and data 

tools deployed by technocrats to visualize and render manageable the city’s supposedly 

unwieldy real estate environment. We find that although mapping and data collection 

practices in Detroit are couched in a discourse of “accessibility,” “transparency,” 
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“democracy,” “good governance” and “revitalization” – discourses emerging largely via a 

municipal and nongovernmental embrace of the “smart city” paradigm – these practices in 

reality facilitate foreclosure, eviction and predatory speculation, while limiting alternative 

ways of conceptualizing and acting on property and wealth. At issue here are the 

fundamental practices of state building couched in a cartographic visioning of the city. The 

case studies considered in this paper, then, interrogate the practices of seeing and of 

visualization that are helping to shape the materialization of a new and gentrified Detroit.  

  In what follows, we begin by describing the historical processes shaping 

contemporary patterns of uneven development in Detroit and its suburbs; these processes 

provide the context for contemporary digital and cartographic intervention. After situating 

our work within broader literatures on cartographic visioning and contemporary urban 

change, we then discuss our own positionality and entrée into these topics, including the 

methodologies we bring to bear on understanding how digital mapping and property 

dispossession are unfolding today. We proceed by describing the contemporary housing 

market in the city, and the various government and foundation-funded programs that have 

sought to alter its spatial and racial landscape. This narration is followed by case studies of 

two related parcel-level visualization platforms that were developed in response to calls to 

reinvest in and re-populate Detroit’s real estate market. First we delve into the Motor City 

Mapping project, commissioned by Detroit’s Blight Task Force in 2013. This public-private 

partnership uses a mobile application called “Blexting” (neologism of blight and texting) and 

takes as its central goal the surveying, mapping, categorizing, coding and centralizing of 

information on all of Detroit’s more than 380,000 properties (Force, 2014). Second, we 

examine the start-up company LoveLand Technologies by focusing on their collecting, 

layering and making easily accessible tax foreclosure data through their online mapping 
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platform, initially titled “Why Don’t We Own This?” Woven through these two case studies are 

ethnographic narratives drawn from interviews, notes and observations of the lived 

experiences of Detroiters who’ve been subjected to various forms of predatory financial 

dispossession and displacement. After considering the above, we draw on recent media 

accounts to reveal how these processes of digital mapping and property dispossession have 

become deeply interconnected via ongoing practices of predatory speculation by outside 

capital. We conclude by discussing the implications of this work for broader conversations in 

geography on the intersections of “smart” technologies and the uneven development of 

urban space. 

Literature Review 

Situating Detroit, Situating Ourselves 

As discussed by Sugrue (1996) and Freund (2010), the modern history of Detroit can 

in many ways be captured according to conflicts related to race and housing. Like many 

other northern U.S. cities, Detroit and its industrial growth, connected to the automobile, 

served as a magnet for workers from across the world – including tens of thousands of 

African Americans who migrated to the city from the U.S. south beginning in the 1920s. Yet, 

prior to the popular uprising of 1967 – and prior to the Fair Housing Act that followed a 

year later – a conspiracy of federal housing policy, lenders, real estate agents, homeowners 

and “neighborhood improvement associations” severely restricted where African American 

residents could live or own property (ibid.). African American residents of Detroit were also 

largely disenfranchised from city government, until the election of Coleman A. Young as 

mayor in 1972 – the first elected African American mayor of a major U.S. city. One 

consequence of Black political ascendency was a massive desegregation of city agencies and 

employment (including the previously notorious Detroit Police Department), and a 
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significant movement among African American households toward home ownership in the 

city – a process that corresponded with citywide residential desegregation. 

An additional outcome of the above was white flight. Mass white exodus to the 

suburbs, coupled with capital flight, are now well-known contributors to the City of 

Detroit’s current fiscal woes and administrative challenges. At its peak, the city’s 140 square 

mile landscape housed 1.8 million people. The city is now home to approximately 714,000 

(U.S. Census Bureau, 2017). In recent decades, white flight has been joined by a large-scale 

exodus of the African American middle class, with 237,000 persons having moved out 

between 2000-2010 alone – representing a nearly 25 percent loss of population (U.S. Census 

Bureau, 2000 & 2010). Left behind are abandoned homes and vacant lots resulting in a 

decimated tax base for the city’s remaining residents, of whom 83 percent are African 

American (ibid.). As an outcome, large swathes of Detroit have been reduced to a kind of 

industrial sacrifice zone. For Detroiters, the housing crisis is an ongoing social reality, 

particularly for the 39.4 percent of individual residents below the poverty line (U.S. Census 

Bureau, 2016).  

Since 2005, 65,000 homes have gone into mortgage foreclosure, with nearly 56 

percent of these properties now blighted or abandoned and costing the city approximately 

$500 million dollars (MacDonald & Kurth, 2015). Many of these households were hit with 

ballooning mortgage payments via predatory subprime lending in the period leading up to 

2008. Described by housing scholars as “reverse redlining,” these practices geographically 

target exploitative loans carrying excessively high interest rates, oftentimes with negative 

amortization or increased monthly payments after a few years (Kaplan, 2008; Hernadez, 

2009; Hyra et. al., 2013; Rothstein, 2017). As reported by the Detroit News, 68 percent of all 

homes in the city in 2005 carried these kinds of subprime mortgages, compared with 24 
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percent nationwide; while an estimated 4 billion dollars of these loans were made in the four 

years leading up to the 2008 market crash (MacDonald & Kurth, 2015). Together, tax and 

mortgage foreclosures have impacted one in three properties in the City of Detroit in the last 

10-years (ibid.). While many analysts describe the housing market in the U.S. as rebounding 

since 2008, 17.5 percent of Detroit mortgages in 2016 were still considered seriously 

underwater, carrying a debt load 25 percent over the estimated market value of the property 

(ATTOM Data Solution Reports, 2017). 

Important grassroots struggles have emerged in Detroit to respond to the conditions 

described above, and to try to keep residents and homeowners from being uprooted and 

displaced. The Moratorium Now! Coalition acts as a watchdog on Detroit’s tax foreclosure 

system, supports homeowners facing foreclosure and connects the current housing crisis to 

the larger process of predatory municipal lending and authoritarian state intervention that led 

to Detroit’s 2012 declaration of the largest-ever municipal bankruptcy in the United States. 

Detroit Eviction Defense, meanwhile, works directly with homeowners to renegotiate toxic 

mortgages and other predatory financial arrangements; and they apply a combination of legal 

strategy and direct action to pressure banks and other investors to accomplish desirable 

outcomes for residents. As activist scholars primarily doing ethnographic and critical 

geographic work, we first became aware of the issues connecting foreclosure, predatory real 

estate investment, digital mapping and online data visualization through anti-eviction 

community organizing. It is from this research vantage point, rooted in participant 

observation and interviews, that we came to organize with and listen to countless stories 

from Detroit residents who are caught-up in various purchase agreements and land contract 

scams, oftentimes resulting from tax foreclosure. Importantly, our research methodology 

also informed the types of questions we have asked about real estate speculation in Detroit. 
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What we have come to understand is that public-private partnerships, empowered through 

local and federal government, have produced technological interventions including web-

based platforms that facilitate outside investors to capitalize on the Detroit real estate 

market, so as to drive up property values. This alliance and the resulting real estate tool 

corresponds to the overwhelming desire of local elites to attract residents and property 

investors from outside of the city. While this desire acknowledges the harm done by capital’s 

previous and ongoing abandonment of Detroit, it simultaneously connects this 

acknowledgement, as we will demonstrate, to a belief that the city’s problems can be solved 

only by attracting an upwardly-mobile next-generation of city dwellers and entrepreneurs – 

notably, individuals who are not currently Detroiters, but who, given the right mixture of jobs, 

incentives, opportunity and related improvements, might become so. To accomplish the 

latter, the city has entertained various proposals to streamline municipal government and to 

spatially concentrate public investment and city services. 

In many ways this ideal is depicted in the imagined future of the Fitzgerald 

neighborhood represented in Figure 3. In 2017, Mayor Duggan announced a plan to invest 

$30 million, which in part would go to the historic one square mile neighborhood. Plans are 

in place to create a two-acre central park named the Ella Fitzgerald Park, renovate 115 

vacant homes, landscape 192 vacant lots, and weave together parcels of city-owned land to 

create a bike and walk-way connecting the campuses of Marygrove College and the 

University of Detroit, Mercy (Runyan, 2017). Figure 1, an image provided by the city, is 

revealing of the demographic composition of those imagined as the residents of this 

revitalized neighborhood. Other images provided by the city transform vacant land into a 

vibrant flower garden or tree orchard (ibid.). 
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In order for these ideals to come to fruition, the city and private companies must first have 

an  

 

 

Figure 3. Screen shot from, “Fitzgerald revitalization to include 115 rehabbed homes, new park, green space,” 
by R. Runyan, 2017, Curbed Detroit. 
 

understanding of the conditions of each property in the neighborhood. Indeed, it is the 

ability to easily view, trace and understand each property, its condition and history of 

ownership that has allowed the city to make strategic decisions about where to concentrate 

its resources, rendering  

Fitzgerald and other designated neighborhoods ripe for capital speculation. In this way, as 

discussed below, mapping and data centralization practices expose life-long Detroiters to 

acute housing speculation.   
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Predatory Investment and the Dispossession of Black Real Estate Wealth 

While the City of Detroit allows prospective residents or investors to imagine a 

greener, whiter future for neighborhoods like Fitzgerald, residents are being actively 

dispossessed of accumulated wealth and displaced from homes. Consider the case of Susan 

and John Perry2. Mr. Perry played saxophone in the renowned Motortown Revue, which 

supported touring Motown artists in the 1960s. Mr. Perry inherited his home from his 

aunt—a former Chrysler autoworker who had migrated from Arkansas. He lived with his 

partner, Ms. Perry, in the home, which was in the family for nearly sixty-five years. In 2002, 

the couple fell on hard times with John undergoing major heart surgery and Susan losing her 

position at the College for Creative Studies. With limited resources, the couple fell behind on 

their property taxes, ultimately losing their home in a tax auction in 2009. The Perrys made 

arrangements with Mike Kelly, a local real estate investor and purchaser of the home, to buy 

it back at a highly inflated rate. Kelly bought the home for $1000 and was asking the couple 

to pay $14,000. Begrudgingly they agreed to pay him over the course of 3-years. Never late 

on a payment, the couple was astonished to find a notice on their door that the home was 

again going back into tax auction. Kelly had collected money from the family for years but 

failed to pay the property taxes. This situation, while horrifying for the Perrys, is not an 

uncommon scam in Detroit. Predatory investors make arrangements with former owners, 

collect payments for a number of years, doubling or tripling their profits, while failing to pay 

property taxes and eventually surrender the house to the city.  

It is largely outsiders – non-Detroiters with access to large volumes of investment 

capital – who are taking advantage of this situation to scoop up property with an eye towards 

flipping it or soliciting exploitative financial arrangements with current occupants who 

                                                
2 The couples names are changed to protect their identity. 
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maintain sentimental attachments to their family home. Indeed, the Perrys’ house was 

auctioned for a second time and bought by a Californian investor. This time the Californian 

investor was not interested in selling them their home. He hired a local real estate 

management company to order and execute their eviction. The Perrys fought the eviction 

with the help of Detroit Eviction Defense, but ultimately were forced to give up because of 

health issues. The couple was harassed over the course of their eviction battle by the 

speculator with threatening phone calls and text messages. This harassment culminated in an 

incident where the speculator sent a landscape company to cut down the couple’s cherished 

pine trees in the front yard. That same day Ms. Perry suffered Takotsubo cardiomyopathy, 

otherwise known as broken-heart syndrome, which is essentially a non-blockage related 

stress-induced heart attack. Afterwards the couple decided that the cost to their health was 

too great to continue the fight, and they were subsequently evicted. Ms. Perry later reflected 

on the process of losing their home, stating, “I know Detroit needed to get better and I wish 

they would have chosen a different model.” She continues, impersonating the city, “‘We’re 

going to kick you and steal your homes from you. And just go away.’ That’s not right. That’s 

why John and I are angry, that’s why we’re leaving.” As life-long Detroiters, both felt 

unwelcome in their own city. Their new home is located outside Detroit.  

     The re-development of Detroit is constructed in such a way that people in John and 

Susan’s situation are rendered illegible, because their story only registers categorically within 

the state’s statistical recordkeeping as a tax distressed property, tax foreclosure or eviction. 

In this way, the violence of dispossession and the details of expulsion fade into statistical 

banality. Indeed, at the same time that properties hovering on or in tax foreclosure have 

become visible in certain ways through mapping technology and data centralization, the very 

bodies and stories of people occupying those places, like Susan and John, are rendered 
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invisible and mute. John and Susan’s story hedges against this obfuscation and is brought to 

bear here for the way it opens up the site-specific complexity of loss emanating from 

practices of capital speculation. Through their story, we are witnesses to the dispossession of 

black middle class wealth and the displacement of its cultural history. As such, their story 

demonstrates what is at stake for other Detroiters and for the city at large as “re-vitalization” 

marches forward. Yet rather than attend to the human cost and suffering produced via 

predatory financial and property dispossession – and afford protection to long-term 

homeowners like John and Susan – the city and its private foundation and industry partners 

have principally viewed the housing problem in Detroit as a technocratic one of data 

collection and visualization, whose resolution will allow more efficient top-down 

intervention and management. It is to this problem that we now turn. 

Detroit and the Problem of Visualization 

Geographers focusing on housing and real estate in Detroit have explored many 

aspects of the predatory financial arrangements and governmental practices currently 

affecting Detroiters (Akers, 2013, 2017a, 2017b; Hackworth & Nowalski, 2015; Hackworth, 

2016a, 2016b; Dewar, 2009, 2015a, 2015b). Yet, the role of cartographic data and property 

visualization in facilitating these practices has yet to be fully examined. This oversight is 

surprising given the centrality of digital cartographic practice and technology to our 

discipline and a growing literature that interrogates the popular and participatory 

dissemination of these technological practices via social media and other web-based 

platforms (Turner, 2006; Boulos, et al., 2008; Elwood, 2008; 2011; Flanagin and Metzger, 

2008; Goodchild, 2007; 2009; 2011; Kessler, 2011; Schuurman, 2009; Wainwright and Bryan, 

2009; Wilson, 2011). In addition, in recent years questions of digital mapping and data 

visualization have become a virtual obsession among those government and non-
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governmental actors invested in mobilizing Detroit’s crisis to transform and “revitalize” the 

city. Dan Gilbert, owner of Detroit-based Quicken Loans and co-chair of the city’s Blight 

Removal Task Force (described in greater detail below), succinctly makes this point when 

rhetorically he asked, “How can you prioritize [which homes to demolish] if you have no 

visibility” (Detroit Free Press, 2013)?  

 The implications of Gilbert’s question are crucial—that before abandoned homes 

and vacant lots can be meaningfully addressed, or blight demolished, both the state and 

capital require a clear, coherent and comprehensive view of the territory in which each seeks 

to intervene. But the Blight Removal Task Force did not just focus on identifying abandoned 

homes in need of demolition. Partnering with local companies, including Data Driven 

Detroit and LoveLand Technologies, it also and importantly created a method and 

technology platform around which all properties in the city could be surveyed. Vacant lots, 

foreclosed and abandoned houses, and occupied homes all became the focus of this massive 

process intended to make knowable the current conditions of the city at the scale of each of 

its 384,840 lots; and this knowledge is now used to support administrative centralization and 

the “prioritization” of city resources into specific neighborhoods, where it is believed public 

investment can stabilize real estate prices and spur economic growth (Detroit Works Project, 

2012).  

In many ways, this high-tech intervention into property and real estate markets is 

informed by the emerging “smart city” approach towards data-driven governance. This 

approach has become important in cities around the world and is most readily experienced 

by residents through applications such as Boston’s Street Bump App; Seattle’s Find It, Fix It 

app; San Francisco’s Beaches app providing water quality information; and now defunct 

apps such as, “Good Part of Town,” among others. In addition to driving new uses of data, 
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residents are often contributing to the production of new data—often to be analyzed 

remotely. This new data is critical within a smart city framework given that data-driven 

efficiencies and automation are seen as supporting increasingly austere city governance 

structures, and aiding cities in attracting upwardly-mobile residents and encouraging firms to 

relocate (Datta, 2015; Klauser, Paasche and Söderström, 2014; Leszczynski, 2016). If data – 

and, critically, data-driven governance – are the answer for cities, innovative entrepreneurs 

and tech start-ups are the protagonists, privileging a technocratic neoliberalism in many an 

emerging “smart city” (Klauser, Paasche & Söderström, 2014; Luque-Ayala & Marvin, 2015; 

Shelton, Zook & Wiig, 2015). As a consequence, “smartness” is often not evenly distributed 

in a city, resulting in certain people and places having greater access to participation, data and 

technology, and to the benefits these are claimed to produce (Shelton, Zook & Wiig, 2015). 

The City of Detroit is no exception to this pattern. In the section below, we go into greater 

detail on the Blight Removal Task Force’s mapping platform, and the two heavily-funded 

and prominent mapping and visualization projects in the City of Detroit that this generated. 

We do so to unpack ways that these mapping platforms articulate with profound inequalities 

of wealth and power, as well as neoliberal frameworks of governance, to contribute to the 

ongoing displacement and dispossession of Black Detroiters.  

Cases Studies 

Making Detroit Visible: The Blight Removal Task Force 

Michigan was one of 18 states and the District of Columbia to receive Hardest Hit 

Funds (HHF) from the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP) in response to the 2008 

housing crisis. The HHF, intended to stabilize the housing market by offering loan 

modification and mortgage payment assistance, has been widely criticized – including by the 

special inspector general of the TARP – for failing to force banks to participate, and thus 
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failing to keep many vulnerable households intact (Dayen, 2014). In Detroit this tendency 

was taken to extremes. As of April 2016 $172 million in Hardest Hit Funds granted to the 

state of Michigan had been channeled away from mortgage assistance and principle 

reduction and into use for blight removal, in order to tackle some 78,000 structures that are 

blighted or abandoned in the City of Detroit. 

The Blight Removal Task Force was formed in 2012 with the intention of 

developing a methodology to target these blight removal funds. At least in principle, this 

approach would allow the city to mobilize the funds with the greatest efficiency and impact 

possible, by identifying the scope of the problem of “blight” and a measurement of 

residential occupancy and density that could suggest a geography of intervention. The task 

force included tech start-ups, billionaire entrepreneur Dan Gilbert, philanthropy groups, and 

city, state and federal governments. Through a partnership with LoveLand Technologies, 

Data Driven Detroit and the Michigan Nonprofit Association, the task force launched a plan 

to conduct a physical survey of every single property in Detroit. As described in their final 

report, this massive cartographic undertaking sought to “[c]reate a comprehensive database 

of detailed information including the condition of each and every property in the city. The 

process is designed to be scalable, repeatable, and updateable to ensure that relevant data will 

be available for policy makers both now and in the future” (Force 2014, p. 10). After finding 

some 78,000 properties blighted and needing demolition, the task force then drew upon tech 

companies in Detroit to produce ongoing ground-based data collection, cloud storage and 

interactive web interfaces to make actionable property data available to the public. The 

process also  included a contract with the start-up company LoveLand Technologies – a 

company that was initially conceived around selling micro-real estate or “micro-colonies” 
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where one could buy an inch of property for one dollar on a plot of land owned by 

LoveLand founder Jerry Pallendorf.  

Dubbed “Blexting” (a neologism that combines “blight” and “texting”), the cloud-

based smartphone application developed by LoveLand made possible the ongoing collection 

of spatial and contextual data of parcels by taking pictures of properties and entering 

responses to a series of questions. A team of some 150 residential surveyors, armed with the 

Blexting technology were convened and trained to conduct “windshield surveys.” The aspect 

of the data collection consisted of 50 drivers, 100 paid neighborhood or community 

employees and volunteers from Task Force chair Dan Gilbert’s Quicken Loans company 

(Force, 2014). Over a 10-12-week period, survey teams were sent into “microhoods,” or 

subdivisions of larger neighborhoods, to collect parcel-level information on every property 

therein.  Out in the field, teams of surveyors took pictures of each parcel and answered a 

series of questions related to structure, use of site, condition and occupancy. Once pictures 

were taken and the set of questions were answered, the data can then be uploaded 

immediately whereby a team of “quality reviewers” assesses the information at Data Driven 

Detroit and LoveLand. The team proceeds to clean the data, determining if it is reliable, and 

then uploads it to a centralized database. As LoveLand founder Jerry Pallendorf notes, “[a]s 

properties are surveyed, they are stored in a database and immediately visualized on a map. 

Everything comes in real time, kind of like Twitter” (Farabaugh, 2014). This data creates a 

centralized and updateable profile of each property in the city. The property survey and 

LoveLand’s “blexting” platform helped to trigger a continuous renewal of Federal Hardest 

Hit Funds specifically for blight demolition in designated areas within Detroit. As one 

official of the Detroit Land Bank Authority (the private agency charged with managing the 

city’s blight removal program) noted in an interview, these funds don’t go to the worst 
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neighborhoods but rather the best ones in hopes of generating reliable real estate markets 

(Interview, 2016a).  

Blexting was always viewed as a means for “re-engaging citizens” so they can 

become “adjunct inspectors” of properties, with the ultimate goal of directing more 

“bulldozers and dollars” towards blight removal and also providing continuous surveillance 

of properties (City of Detroit, 2013). With the blexting platform expanded, individuals can 

now contribute to the mapping and surveying of neighborhoods by simply downloading the 

application, taking pictures of properties and answering questions. The survey practices are 

also now institutionalized into city government. For example, Detroit Land Bank hired full-

time “blexters” to continually re-survey and re-map properties in the city in efforts to refine 

the data from the initial property survey (Interview, 2016b).  

LoveLand and the Marketization of Real Estate Knowledge  

LoveLand Technologies emerged from its participation in the Blight Removal Task 

Force with a specialization in surveying property and creating parcel-level maps through a 

platform and web interface that it now seeks to expand into other regions (Moik, 2010). 

Their services cover a range of topics, such as location of medical marijuana dispensaries to 

tracking and mapping residential fires and arson. All of this emerged from their initial 

development of the blexting technology and its incorporation into a proprietary online 

visualizing platform for tax foreclosure, initially titled “Why Don’t We Own This?”.  Loveland’s 

website, which now simply goes by the name makeloveland.com, provides detailed maps of 

all properties in the City of Detroit, in addition to other data like property ownership, 

building conditions, history, value of back taxes and length of tax delinquency, and 

likelihood of tax foreclosure or auction. In the section below we detail the different scales 

and layering tools that LoveLand provides to allow users to visualize Detroit in novel ways. 
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The “makeloveland” platform facilitates a view of Detroit from a range of 

perspectives and across multiple scales by allowing users to explore individual parcels one at 

a time, or by organizing searches through the layer and bound tool. At the neighborhood 

level information consists of acres, square miles, the number of different owners and total 

number of properties (Figure 4). For example, LoveLand’s platform informs us that the 

Fitzgerald neighborhood is comprised of 631 acres, or 0.99 square miles, with 3,830 

properties and 2,343 different owners (LoveLand, Fitzgerald Map). Additionally included at 

the neighborhood scale are the names of owners and the number of properties they hold. 

The DLBA owns 720 properties and the Wayne County Treasurer owns another 178 

properties in the neighborhood. Other owners range from San Juan Square Townhomes to 

Pied Piper Food Investment, to Missionary Temple, to a host of individual owners and other 

ubiquitous generic-sounding companies like Johnson Investment. This function creates a 

condensed and quickly viewable list of property owners. In doing so it develops a key 

component for investing in any real estate market—knowing the various holders and their 

relative market shares. Indeed in this 1 square mile neighborhood, DLBA and Wayne 

County Treasurer together own approximately 23 percent of the total properties.  

Moving down from the neighborhood scale, one can also click on any single parcel 

and view detailed information about the property. When selecting a property, the left sidebar 

converts to a bird’s eye view of the home outlined in blue. Below this establishing shot, a 

button for “tax status” becomes available revealing the years and amount of delinquent taxes 

owed. This “basic” view additionally reveals the owner’s name, address of the taxpayer and 

the tax status of the home, including if the home is subject to foreclosure. From the sidebar 

various Blexted views appear of the property, which as outlined below show a street level 

picture taken during different times of the year.  
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Figure 4. Screen shot adapted from, “Fitzgerald Map,” by Loveland Technologies Inc., 

2017a.   

The layer and bound tool on LoveLand’s platform also allows users to identify such 

things as the location of tax distressed and delinquent properties. For example, by clicking 

on the “2017 Tax Distressed” tab within the layer tool all parcels facing tax foreclosure in 

Detroit are marked in orange. The user can easily identify properties marked in yellow that 

are, “between one and two years behind and are wracking up penalties, fees and interest that 

get paid to the county” (LoveLand, 2017 Tax Distressed). These homes potentially could 

face tax foreclosure in 2018. For those looking to purchase these homes at city auction or 

even approach individuals homeowners behind on their taxes, the layers tool is invaluable 

for how it centralizes and visualizes the location and status of individual homes. 
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Used together, the bound and layer tool exponentially increase the power of the 

platform. Tax distressed properties can be located within specific neighborhoods like 

Fitzgerald. A few clicks and users can identity, for example, a property on Northlawn Street 

depicted in Figures 5 and 6. The home is approximately two blocks from Marygrove College 

and was subject to tax foreclosure for an outstanding tax bill of $1,804.28. The property is 

also made visible through four different Blexted images taken between 2013 and 2016 

(LoveLand, NorthLawn). The bound and layer tools, thus, amplify the platform’s power to 

efficiently discover, identify, organize and locate tax foreclosed properties within a growing 

and developing neighborhood of the city. 

                                                                                                                      

Figure 5. Screen shot adapted from, “Northlawn” by Loveland Technologies Inc., 2017b. 
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Figure 6. Screen shot adapted from, “Northlawn Tax Status,” by Loveland Technologies 

Inc., 2017c.                                                                                                          

Finally the layering of information extends beyond mapping tax foreclosures to 

include areas slated for demolition, making the platform more than simply a parcel level 

visualization and identification tool. Areas designated for blight removal under the federal 

HHF program can, for example, be displayed through the platform. LoveLand visualizes 

these areas of federal, state and city government investment for home demolition in two 

specific ways. First, the layer tool provides a parcel level view of individual demolished 

homes, and in some cases blexting reveals a before and after picture. Second, the bound tool 

creates a red overlay across the federal zones designated for blight removal monies. While 

the scope of blight touches every part of the city, these zones coupled with neighborhood 
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boundaries and tax-foreclosed properties produce a map of Detroit, which spatially 

anticipates government spending and therefore can refine targeted real estate investment. 

Other modes for gathering similar property information lag behind LoveLand’s 

platform in important ways. Neither the Wayne County Treasury office nor the Detroit 

Open Data Portal, the city’s IT department, centralize or visualize the city as effectively. 

Wayne County Treasury, for example uses Google maps as a means of visualizing properties 

and claims “no responsibility for the maps” (Wayne County Treasurer, 2017). The Detroit 

Open Portal, borne from public-private mapping and blight management efforts, has greatly 

improved both their mapping and data of the city, yet it remains sluggish compared to the 

LoveLand platform and does not layer or bound information as effectively. In fact while 

conducting research for this paper it was often joked that companies like LoveLand and 

related organizations like Data Driven Detroit until recently functioned as the IT department 

for the City of Detroit.  

Discussion: What Goes into Loving Land? 

Like many start-up data and mapping companies, LoveLand works from a set of 

epistemological and ontological assumptions about the world and real estate in particular 

which is carried into their work. Central to their worldview is that parcel level data is a 

fundamental way of knowing the city – indeed, that the city itself is nothing but a collection 

of parcels that wait to be examined, sorted and rendered intelligible. Pallendorf comments of 

parcels, “[i]f you put on your X-Ray glasses and you can see a deeper level of how the world 

works, and how the government works, and how the economy works, really the world is 

made of parcels” (Interview, 2016c). He continues by saying that he saw no danger in 

providing easy-to-use maps of tax foreclosures, believing that the data on their website will 

only be of help to Detroit residents (ibid.). Pallendorf’s narrative and reference to “X-Ray 
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glasses” suggests a kind of cartographic positivism – as though the digital platforms he has 

pioneered are capable of revealing a deep ‘truth’ underlying the surface of things – the way 

the world really works. The claim that the “the world is made of parcels” is astonishing for its 

ontological projection of a techno-methodological artifact that is in fact only capable of 

slicing the world in particular ways. Meanwhile, this framework eschews reflexivity on the 

consequences of digital knowledge production and data representation, instead positioning 

them as inherently benevolent instruments for better decision-making by city government, 

citizens, economic planners and investors alike.  

The problem with this worldview is clearly illustrated in Figure 7, below, a still from 

a 2017 Vice News Tonight episode titled People Are Making Big Money Kicking Detroit Residents 

Out of Their Homes.  The piece, in part, centers on the Hagerman family, owners of the real 

estate company Brick Home Management. In 2017 the company bought 288 properties in 

Detroit for $1.05 million, making them constantly one of the top five buyers at the Wayne 

County tax auction over the last several years (Pinho, 2017). The opening scene is situated 

on the Hagerman family as they bid on properties in the 2017 Detroit tax foreclosure 

auction from their home in the suburb of West Bloomfield. The senior Hagerman and his 

son, are working to place bids during the live auction. As the bidding ensues, the Vice News 

cameras briefly pan to show the computer screens during the auction. Revealed on one 

screen during these tense moments is the LoveLand platform. As the story continues 

Pallendorf is featured, without irony in the piece, as a voice questioning tax foreclosures and 

housing speculation while his company’s platform was being used by the largest housing 

speculator in Detroit. 

Figure 5 is reveling for other reasons also.  The coupling of the spreadsheet, depicted 

on the left, and the visual information of real estate provided by LoveLand on the right 
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bring together a technocratic and real estate speculators visioning of city homes as 

commodity.  This understanding is in keeping with Brick Home Management’s business 

model, which rest on turning previous homeowners into renters in order to produce revenue 

streams from each property, the LoveLand platform is an effective tool. As the younger 

Hagerman suggests in the piece, the properties are nearly a hundred percent profitable 

shortly after being purchased at tax auction. This is because homes can be bought for as little 

as $500 during a particular phase of the tax auction. This mode of property speculation is 

reflected in a recent analysis showing that renters have recently surpassed homeowners for 

the first time since 1950 (Detroit Future Cities).    

Driving individuals from homeownership and into tenancy is the result of a massive 

reshuffling of housing that is unfolding in Detroit and propelled through both mortgage and 

tax foreclosures. This turnover produces an environment where, “between 2005 and 2015 

speculative investors accounted for nearly 90% of all purchases [during the tax auction].” 

During this same time there was “160,000 combined tax and mortgage foreclosures […] 

affecting approximately 120,000 homes, equivalent to roughly 48% of the city’s residential 

properties” (Akers and Seymour  forthcoming, p. 19).  It is precisely this substantial 

reorganizing and redistribution of property, which the Hagerman’s are capitalizing on and 

which also necessitates a clear and accurate vision of properties in the city for speculation, 

which LoveLand provides. 
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Figure 7. Screen shot adapted from, “Why one in three Detroit properties have ben 
foreclosed on in the last 15 years.” By A. Hylton, 2017, Vice News Tonight.  

 

LoveLand, meanwhile, claims on their website to “lose sleep over” the tax 

foreclosure crisis in Detroit. Yet, when asked about who uses the information on their site 

during an interview for this paper, Pallendorf assumes a view of neutrality for the platform 

and for himself as a technocrat responded: “residents, so public writ large, that obviously 

contains multitudes even within the city […] Activists and advocates who are trying to 

reduce foreclosure and change the policies, stop the problem and then people who are trying 

to invest in the city, and buy properties and build things and that want to make a buck. We 

have all of those users” (Interview, 2016c). There is little distinction made between the 

various groups and individuals using the site. A person facing tax foreclosure is the same as a 
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person trying to buy a home at auction in that both are imagined to have equal access to the 

data provided on LoveLand’s site. In fact, Pallendorf believes real estate speculators are able 

to get similar information on tax foreclosure regardless of LoveLand’s efforts to make the 

city knowable and easily viewable (ibid.). Thus Pallendorf believes that LoveLand is 

providing a service to the residents of Detroit by organizing open parcel level data. It is their 

hope that residents of Detroit will use the site to, for example, figure out if they are behind 

on their taxes and whom to then contact at the Treasury office for help.  

While some neighborhood and activist groups have used the platform to organize 

homeowners, there is little evidence to support an assertion that residents more generally are 

using the site to prevent their homes from falling into tax foreclosure. Detroit has the worst 

Internet access of any major city in the county with “four in ten” residents lacking 

broadband (Kang, 2016). This lack of digital access coupled with a nearly 40% poverty rate 

makes it unlikely the site is commonly utilized by residents of the city in the open and 

democratic fashion the company imagines. Instead, speculators, local and outside capitalists 

are much more likely to use the site for land deals, as are allied government actors.  For 

example, it is clear that speculators make up 20% of property owners in Detroit and that 

properties sold at auction since 2002 have gone to a relatively few buyers (Property Praxis, 

2017; Akers, 2013). As Leary and Akers (2014) note, “From its [the tax auction’s] inception 

in 2002, only 24 buyers accounted for one-third of all property purchases mostly for the low 

price of $500 and half of all the property sold over the decade went to 84 people, each 

buying 20 or more properties” (para. 14). Detroit’s digital divide makes it all the more likely 

that LoveLand’s work to make open and accessible tax foreclosure data through an easily 

useable mapping and visualization platform exposes poor and disadvantaged folks to 

predatory real estate speculation as the Vice New episode goes far in illuminating. While 
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Pallendorf may believe LoveLand’s interface is an apolitical tool it is not entering an 

apolitical or equitable field of interplay. Even with equal access to good information, many 

Detroiters lack the capital necessary to effectively intervene barring active support from 

governmental and NGO actors. 

Conclusions 

In Detroit real estate mapping technologies have involved the ongoing assembly of 

data on real-time conditions in alignment with centralization and visualization regimes in 

order to enable strategic public and private decision-making about housing, vacant lots and 

abandonment. Importantly, the crisis of vacancy and blight is viewed here not from the 

standpoint of the legacies of racialized segregation or white flight, but rather as a data and 

mapping dilemma, to be resolved via the continuous rendering of every single parcel in 

Detroit. From this perspective resolving the housing crisis is simply about knowing which 

properties are abandoned and/or tax delinquent.  In the process, the cartographic project 

involved in the collection and visualization of parcel-level data enables predatory real estate 

practices that are driving the dispossession of generations of accumulated wealth among the 

City of Detroit’s African American residents.  

The ways that LoveLand spatially slices the landscape of Detroit and layers 

information, and the underlining worldview animating this project all allow the 

makeloveland platform to facilitate targeted investment, from anywhere in the world. One 

might never have stepped foot in the storied neighborhood of Fitzgerald to now make an 

informed bid on any given property therein. This access reflects the power of the tool for 

real estate speculation, which is also the ideal aspired to by city government—the attraction 

of outside capital.  
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The deepening of uneven urban development presented by actual smart city projects 

like “blexting” and LoveLand is troubling given the tendency of smart city practitioners to 

see their approach as a “futuristic solution” to address urban problems (Luque-Ayala and 

Marvin, 2015; Datta, 2015; Leszczynski, 2016). In the case of Detroit, this solution involves 

the technocratic collection and organization of real estate knowledge intended to become 

widely and publicly available. While not inherently dangerous, when combined with 

historical and contemporary inequalities of wealth and access to capital, these practices risk 

contributing to a deepening – rather than remediation – of uneven urban development. This 

is particularly the case when filtered through the ontologizing lens of LoveLand’s Pallendorf 

– one that would strip the complexity of our social world to a “series of parcels” that merely 

wait to be rendered legible.  

Meanwhile, although smart city approaches and practitioners are skewed towards 

tech companies with proprietary goods, alternative visions and approaches do exist that aim 

to orient toward a more inclusive population of users and focus on providing needed 

services (March and Ribera-Fumaz, 2016; Leszczynski, 2016; Luque-Ayala and Marvin, 

2015). Yet there are various concerns with these practices that should be taken seriously, not 

the least being the extent to which such research and its products are actually driven by, 

accountable and of benefit to the communities involved.  

As parcel level visioning of cities spreads to other parts of the county, via companies 

like LoveLand, the site-specific implications and impacts will need careful attention by 

geographers and other researchers. From an activist-scholar perspective detailing the ways 

that poor residents become exposed to housing dispossession precisely through democratic 

data paradigms and real estate mapping initiatives is crucial to highlight and provide 

strategies to help families fighting to stay in their homes. Otherwise, we fear Detroit and 
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other places could remain as highly ghettoized cities, where money is funneled into 

designated areas and mapping practices facilitate the pushing out of former owners, like 

John and Susan Perry, to either the suburbs or other neglected parts of the city. Finally, the 

type of visualization and mapping efforts unfolding in Detroit are set to take hold in other 

places experiencing acute crisis. Indeed, the ideas and technologies developed by LoveLand 

are highly mobile. LoveLand does not limit its ambitions for its mapping platform to the 

City of Detroit, but rather on its website formally asserts its ambition to map every parcel of 

property everywhere in the United States. Meanwhile, the company is currently discussing 

the possibility of creating a detailed parcel-level map of the entire island of Puerto Rico, in 

the model of the company’s work in Detroit (LoveLand person communication, November 

29, 2017) Followed to its logical conclusion the same processes behind dispossession in 

Detroit could enable massive housing speculation, with everyday Puerto Ricans, ones who 

have literally weathered the storm, facing a new digital storm that might contribute to 

permanent displacement from their homes or from the island itself.  
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Abstract 

In Detroit, Michigan, the demolishing of damaged and distressed homes, otherwise known 

as blight removal, is the cornerstone of the city government’s revitalization plan. At the local 

level, executing home demolitions requires a series of procedural steps including determining 

if the home is occupied or vacant.  In alignment with data driven governance paradigms, The 

Detroit Land Band (DLBA), the department responsible for such assessments employs an 

occupancy matrix consisting of data from different city departments.  The logic goes—if the 

utilities have been off and there was no postal delivery over a period of time, the likelihood 

is greater a home is not occupied. Yet a range of problems still persists in actually determining 

the occupancy or vacancy status of specific addresses. To understand the ways these 

everyday tools of state-action can come to impact the lives of Detroiters, the lens of legibility 

and state simplification provided by James C. Scott is applied to the case of Daniel Murray. 

This paper recounts through an ethnographic cases study including interviews, participant 

observation and legal documents, the demolishing of Mr. Murray’s home by the DLBA. At 

issue here is not necessarily the neglect demonstrated by city official but rather how their 

actions reflect an inability to view complex socio-spatial interactions constituting the 

occupancy status of a home.  
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Introduction 

The city of Detroit, Michigan owns 25 percent of all parcels, nearly 100,000 of a total 

380,000 (Guillen, 2016). Nearly 30,000 of these are residential, with approximately 4,500 of 

them occupied both legally and illegally (Dixon, 2018).  This massive housing stock is now 

key to the plans of technocrats and government officials to “reinvigorate” a sluggish real 

estate market and re-establish a consistent tax base in the city.  Central to this redevelopment 

is the newly formed Detroit Land Bank Authority (DLBA).  Tasked with the initial sorting 

of city owned properties as vacant or occupied, the department forms a fundamental part of 

a state-led gentrification processes. Organized around data driven governance paradigms, the 

identification and categorizing of properties is the key first step taken by the city in 

reconstituting housing in Detroit’s 140 square miles.  As elaborated below, this logic, while 

intended to make the city run more efficiently by sifting through, viewing and sorting city 

owned properties, equally produces housing displacement and dispossession, contributing to 

the usurpation of black middle class wealth, which is based in housing. 

A robust literature on Detroit explores the impacts and dynamics of a reemerging 

real estate market, the consolidation of housing speculation through land contracts, the 

failures of the tax foreclosure system in Detroit, as well as the persistent problem of 

dispossession of black middle class wealth through staggering rates of mortgage and tax 

evictions (Akers, 2017 & 2018; Sanfransky, 2014 & 2017; Hackworth, 2016b; Dewar, 2009, 

2015a & 2015b). In this paper, I contribute to this scholarship through an ethnographic case 

study detailing how the city organizes, sorts, and manages its own real estate stock. Typically, 

these practices are already well established in most urban centers, yet in Detroit they are only 
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now reemerging and becoming centralized after a history of disinvestment and governmental 

neglect.  

The vacancy problem is not insubstantial in Detroit, given that 20 percent of all 

properties, an astonishing 78,000, lay in a state of abandonment or vacancy (Force, 2014). 

The basic question of whether a home is occupied or vacant is not solely the concern of the 

city but extends to every resident in every neighborhood in Detroit. Here Kimberly Kinder’s 

(2016) recent book DIY Detroit: Making Do in a City without Services is important for 

understanding how the determining occupancy works. She details how many Detroit 

communities intentionally produce the aesthetics of a home as being occupied.  Mowing the 

lawn or even placing holiday decorations on the porch of the abandoned property creates 

the impression that the otherwise vacant home is occupied. This is done to ward off 

scrappers and other nefarious uses of vacant homes. While this is a form of what she 

describes as “guerrilla-style defensive architecture” it equally speaks to the inherent 

complexity in determining if a home is actually occupied or vacant. This paper takes up and 

extends Kinder’s work by interrogating how the city undertakes the process of categorizing 

homes and its impacts on the lives of Detroiters.  

The next section of the paper situates my work within the literatures on state-led 

gentrification and scholarship on housing in the city. From there, Detroit’s contemporary 

housing is discussed by a city government that has emerged from the 2008 housing crisis as 

one of the largest landowners in the country. This context is next brought into conversation 

with the work of James C. Scott (1998). As this paper traces, organizing methods like the 

occupancy matrix used by the DLBA are considered as a kind of state action. In the lexicon 

of Scott this matrix produces both legibility and simplification. The paper shifts to then 
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methodologically position both the unique presentation of ethnographic data in comic book 

form as well as my own positionality and entrée into the site.  

After providing this theoretical and methodological context the newly formed DLBA 

is analyzed. Specifically examined here, is the department’s use of a data matrix to pipeline 

homes as either occupied or vacant. I find that in determining whether a home is occupied 

or vacant, the city misses the vernacular and quotidian practices of living in a home. While 

this sorting of properties is done with the intention of revitalizing the city, it provides the 

foundation for state-led gentrification to unfold. After situating the newly formed 

department and their visualization methods in particular, I turn to the case study of Mr. Dan 

Murray. Examined here are the various ways the state attempted to see his home through the 

coupling of a data matrix and field surveys. While the city worked to categorize his home as 

either occupied or vacant it could not detect his particular and site-specific uses of space. In 

doing so, the city labeled his home vacant and blighted resulting in all of his worldly 

possessions being thrown into a dumpster and subsequently his home being demolished. I 

conclude by discussing the implications of the above case study for the broader literature on 

housing dispossession literature.   

Housing Crisis and State Action 

Madden and Marcuse (2016) wrote that housing is caught in a social conflict, “most 

immediately” they note “there is a conflict between housing as lived, social space and 

housing as an instrument for profitmaking—a conflict between housing as home and as real 

estate” (p. 4). In Detroit, this tension is acute, as city owned properties are used to create 

stable and viable real estate markets through the selling of properties at tax auctions, 

demolishing homes and re-appropriation of land. This process reflects a key point of 

Madden and Marcuse’s that the mechanisms for profitmaking in real estate, “always 
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depended upon state action to make it possible” (p. 26). But what kind of state action is 

important to distinguish in both Detroit and other urban settings as the opening out of such 

details helps distinguish the various state techniques and imaginaries producing housing 

displacement.  

Geographers have focused on many aspects of state-led gentrification (Atkinson & 

Bridge, 2004; Geotz, 2011; Hackworth & Smith, 2001; He, 2007; Lees, 2003; Lees, Slater & 

Wyly, 2008; Porter and Barber, 2006; Slater, 2004, 2006, 2017; Smith, 2002, Watt, 2013; 

Uitermark, Duyvendak & Kleinhans, 2007). Hackworth and Smith (2001) argue, for 

example, that a robust interventionist state is a distinguishing feature of contemporary 

gentrification. With the decline in Keynesian style economics and the subsequent gutting of 

such social programs, their argument goes, the state is freed to pave the way for capital 

accumulation to proceed unfettered through processes like gentrification. Still others like 

Geotz (2011) examine the US context and demonstrate that the linkages between housing 

demolitions under HUD supervision and gentrification in Chicago.  This approach was 

initiated under the HOPE IV, a government program founded on notions of decentralizing 

poverty in part through the demolition of public housing and displacement of the poor.  

Exploring the conditions of state-led gentrification in Shanghai, China, He (2007) writes that 

the state, in part, intervenes to develop infrastructure, implements beautification schemes 

and even unifies fragmented property rights in “assisting with gentrification” (p. 177). Yet 

surprisingly, state-led gentrification is viewed almost entirely through a policy lens, while the 

particular everyday workings constituting such policies are not fully explored. 

Much like the state-led gentrification literature, scholarship on Detroit housing 

equally neglects a more nuanced reading of state action (Akers, 2013, 2017 & 2018; Dewar 

2009 & 2015a; Dewar, Seymour & Druta, 2015b; Hackworth 2014 & 2016b; Kinder, 2016; 
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Safransky, 2014 & 2016; Smith, M.P., 2017).  For example, Akers (2013, 2017 & 2018) 

significantly contributes to our understanding of housing in Detroit by detailing tax laws 

stemming from neoliberal principles as well as the current impacts of land contracts in 

facilitating capital accumulation through repossessions. But, the kinds of state actions 

developed in his work are largely orientated around markets, where state-action is viewed as 

facilitating entry into or preventing access to various types of capital formations. Similarly 

Dewar’s (2009, 2015a & 2015B) work examining the tax auction process is almost entirely 

situated around improving the implementation of governmental policy. Such scholarship on 

Detroit, if it considers state action at all, is overwhelmingly filtered through a corrective 

policy analysis, meaning for instance, how tax auctions can be better implemented or an 

explicit political economic lens, as with Akers.  

The everyday tools of state-led gentrification then are remarkably understudied in 

these literatures.  Here a data-matrix created to render Detroit’s urban space more visible by 

sorting properties as occupied or vacant does not rise to the level of governmental policy, 

nor does it fit within a political economic typology. It is just this type of everyday state-

action, however, that is interrogated in this paper. In doing so, this paper offers a key 

contribution to the literatures on housing and state-led gentrification by directly connecting 

material dispossession with everyday tools of state-action in the city of Detroit. In what 

follows the contemporary history producing these data driven orientations to housing is 

detailed along with a theoretical framework for conceptualizing such processes.  

Understanding Detroit and the Politics of State-Led Action 

In Detroit, state-action is emerging from decades of economic stagnation, where the 

erosion of traditional city services has become commonplace. For example, 40 percent of the 

city’s streetlights were nonfunctional up until a $185 million dollar injection from Michigan 
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Governor Rick Snyder in 2016 (Thibodeau, 2016).  In 2012, the city cut bus services from an 

already meager transit system leaving many Detroiters disconnected from jobs, the city 

center and surrounding suburbs (Klinefelter, 2012).  Additionally, many parks in the city 

were closed, as the city faced budget difficulties under Mayor Bing (Pinho, 2013).  

Individuals and neighborhoods often work to maintain these closed parks, which if not done 

quickly become spaces subsumed by vegetation, trash and dumping.  Police and firefighting 

services were also dramatically cut. Together these conditions produce a landscape where a 

traditionally functioning city became disabled. 

The receding of city services, however, is more than a lack of maintaining 

infrastructure. During this time, the city also lost sight of the kinds, types and conditions of 

properties. The very knowledge of property was displaced, absent or even spread across 

numerous city departments in varying formats. A set of interviews conducted during 

fieldwork with both a DLBA employee and other data experts make this clear. Many data 

experts often commented during interviews that property data was “fragmented” or “siloed” 

across many of the city’s departments. A data specialist at Data Driven Detroit (D3), a 

company at the center of the initial collection of property information, commented that: 

“One of the city’s major data issues is that one of its departments uses a completely different 

parcel [property] identification system than the other.” A condition, which he notes has led 

to recent calls for:“The city to internalize its own data processes” because he continues, 

“that’s the kind of thing that a functioning city needs to have” (Interview, 2016a). 

Centralization of property data is therefore viewed as a key state-action in “revitalizing” and 

“redeveloping” the city. 

A massive technology gap also hinders development efforts in the city. One DLBA 

employee noted during an interview that even up until a few years ago: “There were still 
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some departments doing their maps [of the city] with pen and paper” (Interview, 2016b). 

The need to correct this limited visualization practice was acute as the demolition of homes 

under a new blight removal program ramped up.  The DLBA employee further mentioned 

that current housing data is necessary, noting data from even a few years ago is outdated. He 

commented: “But like when I’ve gotta drop a Tomahawk Missile into a house you can’t use 

it [housing data]” (Ibid).   

The ability to see properties—their location, condition and occupancy status—is a 

key function of the city. This function is fragmented in Detroit, even as the city holds large 

amounts of property. And yet, such visibility lies at the heart of Detroit’s ability to levy taxes, 

count its population and raze homes, and it is central to the development of real estate 

markets.  The near absence of centralization and mapping technology is the result of the city 

receding both in terms of material services and its fundamental knowledge of the properties 

under its jurisdiction.  The so-called revitalization of Detroit now hinges on correcting these 

gaps with respect to property data.   

Considering state action not simply as a policy machine of government but for the 

specific and practical tools used to construct visions of the home, then, the work of James C. 

Scott offers an important theoretical orientation. As an anthropologist studying agriculture in 

Southeast Asia, Scott (1988) questioned the specific ways states come to take hold of both 

their subjects and environments. He noticed, “[o]fficials took exceptionally complex, 

illegible, and local social practices, such as land tenure customs or naming customs, and 

created a standard grid whereby land could be centrally recorded and monitored” (p. 2).  In 

effect, these grids produce for the state a way of seeing or making visible local subjects and 

practices that would otherwise be difficult to discern, which Scott characterizes using the 
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visualization metaphors of legibility and simplification.  A quote succinctly summaries this 

point:  

 
Maps, censuses, cadastral lists, and standard units of measurement represent 
techniques for grasping a large and complex reality; in order for officials to be able to 
comprehend aspects of the ensemble, that complex reality must be reduced to 
schematic categories . . . The only way to accomplish this is to reduce an infinite 
array of detail to a set of categories that will facilitate summary descriptions, 
comparisons, and aggregation (p. 77).  
 

The “revitalization” underway in Detroit is currently enacting a regime of legibility and 

simplification around property tools, such as an occupancy matrix, which ultimately function 

to create a view of the city that facilitates capital accumulation through state-led 

gentrification. Determining occupancy and vacancy become a key initial step in simplifying, 

measuring and making legible all properties in Detroit.  

A hypothetical example posed during one interview with a D3 employee helps to 

illustrate the utility of Scott’s approach and to place the conversation in the context of 

Detroit. This example is used because it emerges directly for the imaginary of a data expert 

in Detroit, who was intimately involved with the state practice of re-visioning the city.  

Embarking on a massive mapping survey project in 2012, the city along with various 

business interests, set out to collect data on every property in Detroit.  One key 

measurement was determining occupancy through windshield surveys that prompted field 

teams to specifically look for “signs of occupancy” or “cues of people activity.” Here one 

D3 employee notes during an interview of the difficulty entailed in actually determining 

occupancy, commenting, “Is that raggedy looking curtain in a window a sign that someone is 

living there or has that been sitting there for 10-years. It’s actually tricky to tell in some of 

those situations” (Interview, 2016a). The data expert’s statement demarcates a distinct 
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difference between processes of city simplification and legibility on the one hand and local 

knowledges on the other. To begin with local knowledge, the kind one accumulates from 

living in a place for years, would lead a neighbor to possibly corroborate the “raggedy 

looking curtain” as a marker of home occupancy.  Alison Blunt and Robyn Dowling (2006) 

remind us that, “[w]hat home means and how it is materially manifest are continually created 

and recreated throughout everyday home-making practices, which are themselves spatial 

imaginaries of home” (p. 254).  We might understand the curtain as an everyday home-

making practice, one that a neighbor seeing might comment: “Well, yes that curtain was 

closed today and now it is open. I assume my neighbor was home yesterday and she does use 

it as curtain.” One might even remark: “I actually helped him put that curtain up last year. 

The house gets a lot of sun during the day. That’s why the curtain looks ‘raggedy’.”  These 

are hypothetical responses but the curtain can be understood as constituting a type of local 

knowledge about a home. The curtain becomes one point among a multitude contributing 

to, in this case the neighbor’s understanding of place and specifically the home as occupied. 

A raggedy curtain from the perspective of the city is not a replicable fact and 

therefore falls outside of its legibility schematic for non-occupancy following Scott’s logic.  

Now, it would be absurd for any city to develop a metric, like a checkbox for a measurement 

like a “raggedy curtain.” This is exactly the point of simplification and legibility.  Scott (1998) 

notes that simplification, “necessarily entails collapsing or ignoring distinctions that might 

otherwise be relevant” (p.  81).  The curtain is part of the neighbor’s understanding of a 

home, yet it becomes a “tricky” matter for the official city observers and is rendered illegible 

or the knowledge it represents is too complicated to categorize with respect to occupancy. 

From this hypothetical example, we can begin to understand the kinds and types of 

information and social relations DLBA can see as set against the vernacular knowledges and 
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quotidian practices of neighbors and residents. It demonstrates the city’s blindness to the 

home as a, “[m]aterial and an affective space, shaped by everyday practices, lived 

experiences, social relations, memories and emotions” (Blunt, 2005, p. 506). A host of other 

details and ways of interacting with a home then are missed as the case of Mr. Murray 

exemplifies. Following is a discussion of the unique presentation of Mr. Murray’s story in 

comic book form and the methodological justification orientating this ethnographic 

contribution.   

Geographic Writing and the Graphic Novel Form 

As Didier Fassin (2011) reminds us, ethnography is produced through the dual 

actions of writing and fieldwork. He notes, “Genealogically ethnography is about fieldwork, 

as we have known since Bronislaw Malinowski. Etymologically, it is about writing, as we 

have learned from James Clifford and George Marcus” (p. x). And yet “entering and 

communicating” the experience of others varies greatly for how researchers approach, 

conceptualize, and execute fieldwork and the modes of representation elected to present 

findings (ibid). Enacted through a militant ethnographic methodology, research for this paper 

draws on 15-months spent in southeast Michigan organizing with the community group 

Detroit Eviction Defense (DED). This politically engaged research methodology produced 

insights into the foreclosure crisis unfolding in the city from the perspective of everyday 

Detroiters. Jeffrey Juris (2007) writes this kind of ethnographic positioning is considered 

what he called “militant” because it: “Involves a politically engaged and collaborative form 

of participant observation carried out from within rather than outside of grassroots 

movements” (p.  164). It is through fieldwork that I came to meet Mr. Murray and learn 

about his story and case. In addition to my positionality and methodological orientation as 

an activist-scholar which deeply informs my research and fieldwork, I turn here to 
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ethnographic writing.  Methodologically, this paper turns, in part, to the strategy of the 

graphic novel as a unique mode to (re)present and summarize interview material drawn from 

fieldwork.  

Broadly speaking, graphic novels can do the work of what anthropologist Michael 

Taussig (2010) calls the ideal of writing ethnographically because this form of writing can 

transport us—moving writer and reader through time and space, in an effort see and 

understand spatially situated social relations. As Taussig, argues: “Every time I write I am 

transported to the reality depicted.  When I was working in New York in the late 1990’s on 

my book on the Pacific coast of Colombia, for example, I would say ‘I’m off to the Pacific 

coast,’ and I wanted the reader to do the same” (p. ix).  In many ways, ethnography works 

against the constraints underlined by Ruth Behar (1999) that compel academic writing to 

“[e]xplain rather than show, tell rather than narrate, cite rather than imagine, justify rather 

than dream, and most tragically, turn vigorous flesh-and-blood people into ponderous slugs 

of theory” (p. 482-83).  Most closely aligning with Behar concerns and Taussig’s ideal is the 

emergence in recent years of discussions and practices forming around creative expression in 

geography (Hawkins, 2011, 2015a & 2015b; Hawkins et al., 2015; Magrane, 2015;  and 

Marston & de Leeuw, 2013; Wilson & Jaycot, 2013).  Hawkins (2011) writes of a “Creative 

re(turn)” in geography, which she conceptualizes around a “dialogues and doing” framework 

(p. 465).  The “dialogues” for Hawkins speak to a tradition in the discipline of bringing 

spatialized knowledge to bear on art and literature. On the other hand, the “doing” of 

creative geography Hawkins’ writes is an emerging field, “where geographers collaborate 

with artists or curators to make-work, carry out research, develop exhibitions or practice 

various different creative techniques” (ibid). It is through creative endeavors and 

collaboration—the “doing” in Hawkin’s lexicon, that geographers can effectively transport 
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readers and make our work relevant to audiences beyond academy, as both Behar and 

Taussig contend. Presented below, as a means for pursuing such ends, is a 10-page graphic 

novel based on an interview conducted with Mr. Murray.  

Until recently, the field of comic book geographies, very much an extension of 

creative geographies, was situated as a dialogue. For example, Dittmer’s (2014a) foundational 

text, a collection of essays he edited exploring the spatiality of the medium went far in 

bringing geographic knowledge into conversation with the field of comic book studies3. Such 

work, however, does not consider how geographers might “do” comic books as a way of 

presenting fieldwork nor does it present graphic novels created by geographers. By including 

a 10-page graphic novel, I seek to address this oversight.  The comic offered below was 

created in collaboration with award winning Bosnia based illustrator, Armin Ozdic. While I 

worked to render Mr. Murray’s interview and did all the conceptual layout of the comic, Mr. 

Ozdic brought those ideas to life with his stark line work and monochromatic coloring. The 

interview is thus presented not merely to recount the events and circumstances leading to 

the bulldozing of Mr. Murray’s family home, but as a kind of comic book translation of his 

story (Benjamin, 1923).  Additionally, its very inclusion asks geographers to consider more 

seriously how the medium of comic books might function as a tool to (re)present the 

complex and layered lived spatial realties of our interviewees. 

Setting the Stage: Mr. Murray and the DLBA 

The following comic book originally appeared in the online news source 

CounterPunch and is currently being used by DED as an educational resource in their online 

material and archives (Wilson and Ozdic, 2016). Its inclusion here provides a concise 

summary of the events leading up to the demolition of Mr. Murray’s family home as well as 

                                                
3 Comic books and graphic novels are used interchangeable in this paper. 
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visually orientating the reader to the landscape and housing of Detroit. What follows from 

there is a discussion detailing the DLBA’s occupancy matrix and field survey, specifically as 

it relates to Mr. Murray’s case. 
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The bulldozing of Mr. Murray’s home was not a random act by the city of Detroit or 

the result of a series of bureaucratic missteps. Rather, a regime of visibility, a kind of framing 

implemented, exacted and mobilized made viewable aspects of his home, while rendering 

others invisible.  Detailed below is how the DLBA employs a pipeline to initially sort 

through their housing stock.  This state-action rests on the city first envisioning the property 

through a data lens and then executing a field survey. Mr. Murray’s case is important because 

it analytically connects these otherwise banal acts by the DLBA and demonstrates how they 

can cause material dispossession. For Mr. Murray this meant his home was deemed vacant, 

blighted and eventual demolished.  

Interrogating the DLBA and the Constitution of an Occupancy Matrix 

The following section explains the tactics used in determining if a home is occupied 

or vacant. Here both the DLBA and neighborhood tactics are examined. For the city a data 

matric and field survey are coupled together in order to identify properties as either 

salvageable or blight. Analyzed below are the specific ways each tool works towards those 

ends. This state approach is then contrasted with affidavits from Mr. Murray’s neighbors. 

Their tactics and understandings of occupancy are markedly different to those of the city. 

Outlining these views and method for constructing occupancy and vacancy makes real the 

ways state-led action can disenfranchise homeowners and those that occupy land in Detroit. 

Constituting Inventory Pipelines 

 As the owner of last resort in the city, the DLBA has experienced unprecedented 

growth since 2012. The department’s inventory surged from approximately 400 properties to 

nearly 100,000, in less than five years.  Now responsible for maintaining, categorizing and 

distributing a quarter of all properties in Detroit, the department’s methods of labeling 

properties has profound material consequences. Within the DLBA, the inventory 
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department produces an initial assessment of all incoming properties. It triages them into a 

salvage/auction pipeline or funnels them into a demolition/blighted pipeline. Whether the 

home is occupied or vacant becomes a key determination in this process.  For instance, 

occupied homes will trigger a set of buy back options for former owners.  However, if 

occupancy is undetermined, the department uses an external survey carried out by 

contractors together with an occupancy model to determine the status of the home.  

 In July of 2016, the DLBA formalized a set of data gathering practices into a single 

“occupancy model” seeking to better “predict the occupancy of every residential non-lot 

parcel” in Detroit. This aided the DLBA in triaging/pipelining homes.  As the creator of the 

model states, “I was able to make a determination about which homes looked “occupied” 

and “unoccupied” by combining the MCM [initial Detroit property mapping survey] 

“occupancy” data with water usage data, active energy amount (i.e., DTE) data, United 

States Postal Service (USPS) data, voter registration records, and fire history, and applying a 

number of machine learning algorithms” (Perrin, 2016 Exhibit A). Remarking on the 

percentages the model generates, the former head of the demolition department stated: 

“Anything that is below 60% in our occupancy model in our database, we assume that it’s 

vacant, but then we go on from there” (Camargo Dep. 8). The model exemplifies the 

practice of city legibility and simplification underway in Detroit. By aggregating a series of 

bills and services into a readable, understandable and repeatable percentage, the city 

produces a grid to view occupancy from both the center and above.  

Yet, ways of reproducing oneself by finding food, shelter and water largely remain 

outside this modeling technique. In the case of Mr. Murray, his home rated 5%, meaning 

there was an “extreme likelihood” the home was vacant according to testimony from the city 

about the occupancy matrix related to his specific case (Camargo Dep. 8). Mr. Murray’s way 
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of interacting with his home demonstrates the model’s inability to see local habits necessary 

for home occupancy. For example, without gas since 2012 and electricity since 2014, he used 

a gas generator to run the lights and portable propane tank for heat. Noting of the former, 

“all you have to do is put gas in there and I run a line from the generator to the house and 

then you can put your lights on. You plug your lights in, what kind of lights you want to 

run” (Murray Dep. 63). Procurement of heat and light, elements vital for reconstituting life 

on a daily basis were for him sought beyond typical city services. Such actions therefore 

functioned outside the occupancy model’s measurement capacity, potentially contributing to 

the low score. He, in other words, unplugged from the city. Bills for services could not 

connect him to a specific location making the use of a gas generator an illegible act. These 

strategies to acquire basic services become unavoidable in Detroit for many as poverty 

hovers at 39%, (U.S. Census Bureau, 2017). Poor folks like Mr. Murray enact a variety of 

methods for survival, often over long periods of time that remain outside the view of the 

city. 

Individual suffering from water shutoffs provides another example of “getting by” 

without city services. Since 2014, nearly 50,000 households had their water turned off 

(Hunter, 2016). In August of 2017, 18,000 Detroit residents risked losing this essential 

service from overdue bills (Ferretti, 2016). One story told to a Detroit News journalist 

recounts the actions of Ms. Coleman whose water was shutoff in 2013 for an outstanding 

balance totaling $7588.75, approximately 60% of the value of the home. In order to flush her 

toilet and to do general house cleaning she collects runoff rainwater from the roof of her 

home into a 55-gallon trashcan remarking, “It doesn’t make any sense to have water running 

off my roof onto the drive way when I can use it” (Kurth, 2015).  To wash clothing, she 

relies on family and friends to drive her to the laundromat. Drinking water is solicited from 
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charity groups for the former autoworker who lives on about $950 a month, a similar 

income amount to that of Mr. Murray.  These ways of living remain illegible to the city 

occupancy model, which views water in terms of cubic feet entering the home.  

The sheer magnitude of water shut offs and the rate of poverty in the city indicate 

that the survival strategies employed by Mr. Murray and Ms. Coleman are far from unique. 

In order to have light, heat and water—that is to reproduce one’s self on the most basic 

level—acts and practices beyond the purview and measurements of the city become 

paramount. It is important to note that DBLA does recognize the limitation of the 

occupancy model and they couple it with a field survey to ultimately determine occupancy. 

Yet even a field survey, consisting of an individual physically going to the home can still 

prove unreliable as discussed below.  

Making the Matrix Real through the Survey 

As a DLBA subcontractor, GTJ Property Preservation Specialists (GJT) conducts 

field surveys on city owned properties to in part determine occupancy or vacancy. Their 

exterior windshield surveys employ a similar method used by the city in collecting parcel 

level data. During these field surveys, GTJ takes a series of photos, ideally of all four sides of 

the property and fills out a work order indicating occupancy, property security, overall 

condition, neighborhood condition, survey assessment (demo or salvage) and whether the 

property is a deconstruction candidate. Together the photographs and the work form create 

a documentary fact about a home, which the DLBA then uses with the occupancy model in 

triaging properties. These surveys require what Scott (1998) describes as a “narrowing of 

vision” that “brings into sharp focus certain limited aspects of an otherwise far more 

complex and unwieldy reality” (p. 11).  Here the synoptic view of Mr. Murray’s home 
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produced from the GTJ survey is set against the local knowledges of occupancy articulated 

by his neighbors.  

On February 28, 2014 GTJ inspected Mr. Murray’s home and took a series of seven 

exterior photos. An examination of two photos (Figure 8 and 9) reveals the practices of city 

simplification and legibility embedded within field survey practices. 

 

 
Figure 8. Screen shot from, “GTJ Online: Work Order #1875095,” by GTJ., 2014a. 
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Figure 9. Screen shot from, “GTJ Online: Work Order #1875095,” by GTJ., 2014b.  

 

Figure 8 shows the front of Mr. Murray home as significantly marked by weathering.  

Dead vines cling to the center of the worn green cladding. The right side of the porch roof 

appears caved. Cracked and chipped fascia paint leaves large sections of wood exposed. The 

bent front porch railing looks barley fastened and in disrepair. In Figure 9 the effect of 

juxtaposing the homes creates the impression that Mr. Murray’s property visually deviates 

from the norm. The cracked paint sits next to the clean vinyl siding of his neighbor’s home. 

The brush on the right side of the photo creates the impression of a cluttered and 

disorganized property. The other photos not included in this paper also demonstrate similar 

states of weathering. 

 Together the visual information from the seven photos that were taken of Mr. 

Murray’s property along with the work form, provide a written document of the property for 
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the city and in doing so imposes a reality on the home, together with the occupancy model, 

as one in a state of decay, neglect and disrepair (Scott, p. 14). This made the home legible in 

ways that excluded a fuller understanding of how the home was a useful space in Mr. 

Murray’s life. GTJ labeled the home “vacant”, in “poor condition” and therefore blighted 

and a candidate for demolition.  Yet Scott (1998) reminds us such acts of simplification and 

legibility, “[Do] not successfully present the actual activity of the society they depicted, nor 

were they intended to; they represented only that slice of it that interested the official 

observer” (p. X). As the city focused on signs of neglect and decay it missed markers of 

regular use. In Figure 8, note the pattern of chipped paint around the front porch window. 

Weathering did not cause the pattern. The home is clearly being scraped for repainting, a fact 

confirmed through a Google Street image (Fig. 10) taken nearly a year and a half later.  The 

same conclusion can be drawn from juxtaposing Figure 9 with another Google Street view.   

One might argue that GTJ simply did not see the scrapping.  Indeed, city legibility 

and simplification produces a bracketing out of certain everyday acts. That is to say 

scrapping and painting are pedestrian or quotidian spatialized practices outside the preview 

of the official observer. Likewise, the city cannot see the production of space embodied in a 

raggedy curtain hanging in a window or the use of a generator or propane tank to provide 

light and heat.  While space is not a “passive locus of social relations” as Lefebvre writes, 

nevertheless this is how the city views a home when determining and documenting 

occupancy (1991 p. 11). Missed by the city are the continual unfolding acts that create space, 

which together constitute occupancy for folks like Mr. Murray.  
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Figure 10. Screen Shot from, “Google Maps: 15473 Quincy,” by Google Inc., 2017. 
 

Neighbors and Occupancy 

To reproduce a space as occupied is not the sole act of an individual homeowner, 

however. Through affidavits collected by the prosecution we learn of how Mr. Murray’s 

neighbors participate in helping to create occupancy, much like the ethnographic data 

collected by Kimberly Kinder (2016). 

“The fence was up and maintained around his yard. The doors on his house were 
locked. Mail would be delivered to his address. He would regularly put the trash out 
on trash day, trim the hedges and brushes, mow the lawn, shovel the snow on his 
porch and the sidewalk, and other normal things around the house” (Gambrell Aff. 
1).   

 
“The doors were locked, with metal bars over the door. Daniel [a neighbor] would 
regularly shovel the snow and mow the lawn. Other neighbors, including myself, 
would occasionally help Daniel out and mow his lawn. I would often see the light on 
in Daniel’s house” (Lee Aff. 1). 
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 “When I would go to Daniel’s house, it was obvious that he lived there. The lawn 
would be mowed, the home had locks and bars, the lights would be on, and the 
fence was up around the property” (Harris Aff. 1).  
 
“Anyone who looked at 15745 Quincy [Mr. Murray’s home] from the street would 
have seen that the home was occupied and not abandoned. The lawn was 
continuously mowed and otherwise kept up, the doors and windows were locked, 
there was possessions in the home, and a gate was up around the yard” (Butt Aff. 1). 
 

These statements evoke a very different image from the photos taken and 

conclusions drawn by GTJ. The weathering of siding or roof condition does not inform the 

neighbor’s view of Mr. Murray’s home. Rather an image of a place taken care of and 

occupied emerges.  They note the mowed lawn, maintained fence, delivered and picked up 

mail, and secured front door. In other words, the neighbors not only viewed the home as 

occupied, but also took part in reproducing it as occupied by helping out as Mr. Lee did by 

mowing the lawn. This spatialized and unfolding site-specific vernacular knowledges of the 

neighbors and the practices they produce remain elusive to the city. 

There are good reasons for reproducing homes as occupied beyond helping a 

neighbor. Despite the city’s efforts to enact a massive visualization program making legible 

all properties according to its narrow calculus, it still lacks the capacity at the administrative 

level to deal adequately with the volumes of vacant homes. Under these circumstances an 

unoccupied or vacant home faces numerous threats ranging from stripping, becoming a drug 

house, the object of arson or simply overgrown with vegetation. In many Detroit 

neighborhoods this is common knowledge. For instance, vacant properties hold valuable 

materials such as copper, which sold to a scrap yard, can generate hundreds of dollars.  In a 

city struggling with poverty and a slumping job market, scrapping becomes a way of making 

money. A perspective from outside or above the neighbor’s situated knowledge, as 
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recounted in the affidavits, might not grasp the sheer intensity and speed by which vacant 

homes become repurposed to nefarious ends.   

The fact that Mr. Murray’s house avoided such ends, up until its demolition, is 

noteworthy. Spending long periods away in the suburbs watching over grandchildren made it 

necessary for a wider network of social relations to produce the home as occupied. While 

this is not exactly the “guerrilla-style defensive architecture” that Kinder notes, something 

very similar was unfolding.  Without, what we might call acts of solidarity and mutual aid by 

the neighbors; Mr. Murray’s home would otherwise have been a prime target for scrapping. 

This reproduction took many and often mundane forms. For example, Mr. Murray 

immediately rushed home after a call from Mr. Gambrell who witnessed a possible break in, 

which ended up being city inspectors (see page 1 of the comic). Upon his arrival, Mr. Murray 

immediately fixed the broken door and window.  He drove around with Mr. Gambrell so 

they could find scrap pieces of wood to use because as Mr. Murray tells us, “It was the end 

of the month and my money was funny” (Interview, 2016c).  The comic provides a way of 

witnessing some of these everyday acts of reproducing the home. We see Mr. Murray 

hammering and Mr. Gambrell holding the board as well as his rush home to confront the 

intruders (see comic page 3 panel 2). These are few ways occupancy is reproduced in an 

effort to save the home from being scrapped or suffer other fates. 

Conclusion 

As the city receded in terms of services and basic knowledge about the kinds and 

types of property it owned, efforts to redevelop Detroit hinged largely on correcting these 

deficits.  Experts and governmental officials view data collection and centralization as 

paramount for addressing and sorting the massive real estate stock under the DLBA 

stewardship, which constitutes nearly 25 percent of the city’s total properties. From their 
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perspective, properties simply need to be sorted according to their status as either occupied 

or vacant and then pipelined as salvageable or blighted. This state logic, organized around 

data driven paradigms, appears straightforward. Yet as this paper demonstrates, such a 

calculus when applied to the complicated social spatial practices constituting lived space is 

not simply “tricky” but rather can have disastrous consequence for many Detroiters.  

The data matrix coupled with a field survey used to pipeline properties, explored 

here, inevitably misses the quotidian knowledges and practices of Detroiters like Mr. Murray. 

In his case, the family home, a form of intergenerational wealth, was lost first through tax 

foreclosure and eventually demolished under the blight removal program.  This paper 

therefore directly shows how the categorizing of Mr. Murray’s home as vacant by DLBA 

actually produced material dispossession. 

Meanwhile, state-led gentrification literature is highly skewed towards policy 

(Atkinson & Bridge, 2004; Geotz, 2011; Hackworth & Smith, 2001; He, 2007; Lees, 2003; 

Lees, Slater & Wyly, 2008; Porter and Barber, 2006; Slater, 2004, 2006, 2017; Smith, 2002, 

Watt, 2013; Uitermark, Duyvendak & Kleinhans, 2007). It misses then the everyday and on-

the-ground working and practices of gentrification, which produce material dispossession 

like in the case of Mr. Murray.  Here the occupancy matrix and field survey are prime 

examples of state actions, which produce gentrification and displacement, yet never rise to 

the level of coherent policy.  Rather, these are tools of gentrification used broadly under 

internalized data driven paradigms. Equally, scholarship focusing on Detroit housing tends 

either towards a political economy or corrective policy analysis lens when considering 

displacement and dispossession (Akers, 2013, 2017 & 2018; Dewar 2009 & 2015a; Dewar, 

Seymour & Druta, 2015b; Hackworth 2014 & 2016b; Kinder, 2016; Safransky, 2014 & 2016; 

Smith, M.P., 2017). Here too the everyday state actions of gentrification are on the margins 
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of this literature, this paper therefore helps to correct these gaps by interrogating everyday 

tools of state-action. 

As data driven logic becomes more entrenched and normalized in urban practices, 

the need to understand the tools and everyday practices of state-led gentrification will need 

further research. At the heart of this paper is how the actions of poor folks and their 

strategies to survive in a home space fall largely outside of the data tools employed by state 

despite clear evidence that neighborhood knowledge understands occupancy in more 

complex ways.  
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Abstract 

This paper interrogates the threat of housing eviction resulting from foreclosures and its 

impacts on the health of individuals and families in Detroit, Michigan.  As key markers of 

social stress, the threat of eviction constitutes a complex health geography currently 

unfolding as neoliberal forces set to “redevelop” and “revitalize” certain parts of the city.  

Since 2004, 81,346 of the city’s total 380,000 homes have gone into mortgage foreclosure 

according to Wayne County Treasury. While in 2015, Wayne County, in which the City of 

Detroit is located, executed the largest municipal tax auction of tax-foreclosed properties in 

U.S. history as the Detroit News reported in 2015. Together these modes of foreclosure have 

put roughly 35,000 owner occupied homes back into the real estate market, exposing an 

estimated 105,000 people to possible evictions. Some estimates have found 1 in every 6 

houses that were included in the 2014 Wayne County Tax Auction became newly 

unoccupied in 2015 as mapping and data company LoveLand Technologies found And, yet, 

given this increased exposure to housing instability we know relatively little about the 

connections between the threat of eviction stemming from these foreclosures and health in 

Detroit. In order to address this gap, we employ a multi-method approach by coupling 

eviction data from the tri-county Detroit region between 2009-2013, tax foreclosure data, 

and interviews with former homeowners collected during fieldwork between 2014-2016. We 

find that the threat of eviction is not a uniform category, but a complex social spatial 

relationship creating multiple health consequences, specifically a disruption of ontological 

security for those being evicted.   
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Introduction 

In April of 2018, the Eviction Lab of Princeton University released data collected 

from nearly 83 million court-ordered evictions between 2000-2016 (Desmond et al., 2018). 

Taken from 48 states, this repository is the most comprehensive collection of eviction data 

in the United States and offers housing researchers a unique vantage-point to examine 

housing dispossession across a number of scales, from neighborhoods to cities to counties 

and to the national level.  In 2016, the Lab found that the city of Detroit, Michigan, had 

6,664 evictions, noting, “That amounts to 18.26 households evicted every day. 5.2 in 100 

renter homes are evicted each year” (Desmond et al., 2018).  For the first time, a more 

precise view of the “hidden housing problem” of evictions is emerging through the work of 

the Lab (Hartman, 2003). Desmond’s work is situated around collecting data on and 

mapping court record. While this is impressive work, many issues still need further 

elaboration and attention with respect to these formal evictions. For instance, an eviction 

might not stem from tenant violation, as in a typical landlord-tenant violation involving 

delinquent rent payments. Rather as we explore below, evictions within the formal court 

record may result from a tax foreclosure. In Detroit, this is a particularly acute problem with 

properties three years behind on taxes going into foreclosure and then sold at auction. In 

2015, this situation produced the country’s largest ever-municipal tax auction.  Of the 59,386 

homes that received foreclosure notices, 61 percent of those were owner occupied (Wayne 

County Treasurer, 2016). To lose a home to tax foreclosure, for many represents not just the 

dispossession of property but also a loss of wealth. As the Urban Institute (2018) recently 

reported foreclosures have created a massive dispossession of black middle-class wealth in 

Detroit falling from “60 percent in 2000 to 41 percent in 2016” (p. 1).  And, yet, the 

difference between an eviction triggered because of a renter’s violation of a lease or one 
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stemming from a tax foreclosure remain largely indistinguishable in the formal eviction 

record. 

Other concerns also remain beyond the purview of the formal eviction record. Most 

notable are the ways evictions are threatened outside, beyond or in addition to the court 

system. Indeed, considered below via ethnographic exploration are the extra-legal threats and 

intimidations brought by housing speculators against former homeowners who lost their 

homes through tax foreclosure. These threats are even less understood for their health 

implications, despite the well documented connection between chronic stress and trauma 

related to mortgage foreclosures and other kinds of housing dispossession (Alley et al., 2011; 

Pollack et al., 2011; Cannuscio et al., 2012). This paper contributes to the growing body of 

work on evictions by complicating the category of evictee beyond a tenant violation and to 

consider the health implications of non-registered threats of eviction.       

In the growing literature on Detroit’s housing insecurity, scholars have focused on 

the emerging dynamics of real estate markets, the tax foreclosure auction process, mortgage 

foreclosure and related subprime lending, blight removal as well as gentrification and 

cartographic visioning of the city. This paper also contributes specifically to these literatures 

on Detroit by ethnographically investigating the informal threat of eviction posed by housing 

speculators and its impacts on the ontological security of owners/former owners. We are 

interested in the particular socio-spatial relations of informal and everyday threats such  as 

the continual posting of eviction notices on former owners’ doors, threatening phone calls 

and text messages, as well as the enactment of other physical intimations. We contend that 

these everyday threats of eviction disrupt the ontological security of Detroit residents  in 

ways not often discussed in a literature that often focuses more specifically on the formal 

threats registered in state records. At issue here is a widespread and unseen health problem 
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emerging from a sweet of largely undocumented threats put forward by local government 

officials and technocrats whose primary goal is to “revitalize” and “redevelop” the city 

through the establishment of a reliable and consistent tax base.  

In the remainder of the paper, we start by discussing the academic research that 

elaborates the linkages between housing foreclosures and health emerging after the 2008 

housing recession. Next, we consider the impacts foreclosures have on health outcomes and 

conversely how ill health often leads to foreclosures. After situating our own work within 

this literature, we turn to describe ontological security as a theoretical lens for examining the 

threat of eviction in Detroit and then describe the contemporary housing market in Detroit 

as it specifically relates to tax foreclosures as a mode of housing dispossession and wealth 

redistribution.  To do this, we map both eviction and tax foreclosure data, which allows us 

to spatially contextualize two case studies, discussed below within the complex geographic 

boundaries of Detroit’s 140 square miles. Following this discussion, is the treatment of our 

ethnographic positionality and our methodological approach where we reflect on how our 

scholar-activist orientation brought both of us to work on housing and the ways it informs 

this article.  Finally, two case studies are presented to show how a  deeper, systematic and 

unseen health crisis is unfolding in the city, a crisis tied directly to the informal networks of 

threats to housing security through eviction.  These cases are but a small case example  

illustrating the ways the threat of eviction works to disrupt the ontological security of former 

homeowners.  This paper concludes with a discussion of how these particular cases both 

indicate and also open up questions about the relationship between health and the threat of 

eviction. 
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Foreclosures, Threat of Eviction and Ontological Security 

The “Great Recession” of 2008 produced over 200,000 mortgage foreclosures 

nationally and in doing so brought to the forefront questions concerning the links between 

housing insecurity and health (Emmons et. al 2011). Recent studies have thus connected 

foreclosures with increased stress, depression, suicides and urgent unscheduled hospital and 

emergency room visits (Cannuscio et. al., 2012; Osypuk et. al., 2012; Jones et. al, 2014; Houle 

& Light, 2014; Currie & Tekin, 2015). For example, in one study a correlation was found 

between people living in neighborhoods experiencing spikes in foreclosures with significant 

increases in hospital and emergency room visits (Currie & Tekin, 2015).  Other studies have 

highlighted a relationship between foreclosures and suicides rates (Houle 2014; Fowler, 

2015). Greater levels of depressive symptoms also appear related to mortgage payment 

delinquency (Ally et al. 2011) while consideingr the ways the foreclosures come to work and 

act upon the body to trigger poor health.  

Conversely, ill health is also seen as contributing to foreclosures by health 

researchers (Pollack & Lynch, 2009; Robertson et. al., 2009; Pollack et. al., 2011; Houle & 

Keene, 2015; Keene, Lynch & Baker, 2014). For instance, Pollack et al, as well as Keene et 

al’s work, demonstrates this relationship. Pollack et. al. (2011) conducted a case-control 

study using a hospital system’s records to determine if foreclosures are due to ill health.  The 

authors found that, “People undergoing foreclosure were more likely to have had an 

emergency department and outpatient visit in the 2 years prior to foreclosure, potentially 

signaling a higher burden of illness among cases than controls” (p. 473-2).  Keene et. al. 

(2014) explore how health inequality for African Americans creates an added burden 

manifested in increased mortgage-related strain (p.125).  This emerging body of work 

demonstrates the interrelated ways housing insecurity produced from mortgage foreclosures 
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comes to affect the health of homeowners but also how poor health can work to facilitate 

housing dispossession.  

  Despite the clear connections between foreclosures and health, it is surprising that 

the literature does not engage the more intricate processes through which the threat of 

eviction works on health. Certainly, threatening eviction is a complex temporal and socio-

spatial process spanning formal litigation in civil courts to informal acts to, in some 

instances, a combination of both. While formal threats can operate in the form of a court 

order summoning of a tenant, informal threats might include actions such as posting an 

eviction notice on the door of a former owner claiming s/he is illegally occupying the home.  

As Vasquez-Vera et al. (2015) write, “The threat of eviction ranges anywhere from mortgage 

or rent arrears to acutely being evicted” (p. 199). It is thus important to examine how 

evictions are intermeshed and enacted through numerous types of threats, both official and 

unofficial. Here, we focus specifically on the informal actions of housing speculators seeking 

to intimidate former owners through threat of eviction.  Informal evictions, as Desmond 

and Gershenson (2016) note are, “landlord-initiated forced moves carried out beyond the 

purview of the legal system, as when a landlord tells a family to leave or changes their locks” 

(p. 367). It is the very actions involved in “telling a family to leave” that our data reveal 

encompass a suite of tactics and strategies, which then come to work on the health of former 

owners.  Hartman and Robinson (2003, p. 463) note that while evictions can be executed 

through the court system, “such a narrow definition obscures the realities of housing market 

dynamics and landlord/tenant relationships.”  He continues by noting, “[a] realistic 

perspective on the issue must encompass the full range of other ways in which a tenant 

household is in effect forced out, even though no court process takes place or the tenant 
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moves out before that process is completed” (ibid).  Indeed, a more precise understanding 

would include the informal ways evictions are threatened by actors like housing speculators.  

The threat of eviction comes to work on the body both mentally and physically 

through a disruption of ontological security. Initially developed by Giddens (1990) as a 

reflection on modernity, the concept of ontological security has since been utilized to 

explore a range of topics across numerous disciplines. Conceived specifically around 

housing, ontological security constitutes, as Downing (2016) writes, “a constant space where 

routines are performed without the surveillance by? others, which in turn sets up a secure 

base around which homeowners construct identity” (p. 91). While the reliability, rituals and 

routines produced around a home create a psychological trust in place, the home can equally 

generate ontological insecurity, as critical and feminists geographers have long argued (Della 

Costa & James, 1971; James, 1975; Federici, 1975, Mitchell, Marston and Katz, 2004; 

Marston, 2004).  Related to mortgages, ontological insecurity unravels when, for instance, 

owners struggle to make housing payments on time (Hiscock et al., 2001; Ross & Squires, 

2011). To illustrate this point, Nettleton and Burrows (1998) examine the ways mortgage 

indebtedness creates ontological insecurity specifically as it relates to mental health. Here the 

ideological framing of homeownership as an individual right and responsibility—when not 

met and resulting in mortgage arrear—increases experiences of ill health. Libman et al. 

(2012) extends this work by examining housing displacement and foreclosures. Their work 

explores the interplay between debt, foreclosures and health finding that, “beyond the loss 

of a home, the stress and uncertainty of repossession negatively impacted the mental health 

and ontological security of all household members” (p. 18). Together, these two articles 

suggests the ways mortgages and indebtedness, in addition to claims of freeing individuals 

can also work to negatively impact ontological security.   
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Our study builds upon this scholarship by examining housing and ontological 

insecurity in two ways. First, unlike the primary focus of much of this scholarship, as with 

the health research literature more generally, on mortgage foreclosures, our work looks at 

dispossession of property through tax foreclosures and the role housing speculators play in 

impinging on ontological security. Second, we consider the informal acts of housing 

speculators to be a significant factor contributing to ontological insecurity.  Their actions 

consist of surveillance of former owners, continually posting notices on doors, threatening 

text messages and phone calls as well as physically changing the landscape of a property in 

order to intimidate.  Here Detroit offers an important case study, for it allows a site-specific 

examination of both the impacts and implications of ontological insecurity viewed from the 

point of tax foreclosures. As made clear through the case studies, “for poor households, the 

current housing system seems designed specifically to produce residential alienation instead 

of ontological security” (Madden & Marcus 2016, p. 68). 

Detroit Eviction Defense and Micro-violence 

As scholar-activists conducting ethnographic fieldwork, our introduction to the 

geography of housing speculation and its health impacts was facilitated through the 

community group Detroit Eviction Defense (DED). Since 2011, DED, a group of activists, 

union members, socialists, anarchists and faith-based community members have worked 

tirelessly to keep people in their homes who were facing either tax or mortgage foreclosure. 

With remarkable success, given the group has no budget or formal structure, DED has 

forced both large financial institutions and housing speculators to negotiate with former 

owners through a mixture of tactics ranging from legal appeals to direct action.  

What we have come to understand through this engaged fieldwork is the occurrence 

of micro-violences, subtle aggressions produced when real estate speculators seek to exercise 
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their so-called “property rights.” Of the thirty-one interviews we conducted during our 

fieldwork, we chose two stories to illustrate a much broader health problem related to 

housing turnover in the city. Focusing on these stories allows us to consider the intimate and 

intricate ways threats work on the health of former homeowners.  At the heart of each story 

is not simply the loss of a brick and mortar shelter but also the dispossession of black 

middle-class wealth and a rupture of the home as an “emotional ecosystem” (Fullilove, 

2014). The homes discussed below were owned by the respective families for a combined 

total of 95-years.  It is just this connection to place which builds ontological security and 

once lost can fracture it. 

 
Background Number of 

Interviewees 
Activists/Community 

Organizers 
8 

Data Experts 6 
Tax foreclosure 

individuals 
5 

Mortgage Foreclosure 
individuals 

10 

Tenants 2 
Total Interviews 31 

 
Table 1. Overview of all interview data collected between 2014-2016 

Coupled with the interview data are insights gathered through participant 

observation. Key here was the dynamics and differences between mortgage and tax 

foreclosures.  For example, commonly understood by DED members is that mortgage 

foreclosures specifically bought by large financial institutes are depersonalized interactions, 

while housing speculators take each property as a personal investment. Organizing to resist 

evictions thus provides unique challenges depending on the kind of foreclosure. It is thought 

that for a company like Bank of America, negotiating with a former owner over a home, for 
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instance, valued at $20,000 is better than experiencing unwanted publicity and court costs. 

Whereas real estate speculators, even the larger ones, take any hint of resistance to their 

perceived property rights as a personal attack and are more entrenched and willing to 

threaten former owners in multiple and varied ways extending beyond the formal eviction 

process. Such insights lead us to consider how the practices of housing speculators disrupt 

the ontological security of former owners, in ways different from those of larger financial 

institutions. This stems directly from our fieldwork with DED and led us to discern the 

particular ways housing insecurity in the form of tax foreclosures impacts health.  

Detroit: A Landscape of Tax Foreclosures and Housing Speculation 

The history of real estate in Detroit is, in part, situated around different types of 

housing speculation, from blockbusting to redlining to reverse redlining (Sugrue, 1996; 

Freund, 2007; Rothstein, 2017; Moskowitz, 2017).  All these modes of agitation and 

antagonism sought the reorganization of property relations in Detroit along racialized lines. 

Currently, a key mode through which housing speculation functions is via the Wayne County 

Tax Auction. This annual auction, as Akers (2017) writes, “serves as a proxy for tracking the 

depth of failure of the Detroit real estate market.  It offers an annual snapshot of speculative 

practices, investor abandonment, and the economic conditions faced by residents” (p. 121).  

Continuing, Akers notes, four distinct types of speculative practices stemming from the tax 

auctions between 2002-2012.  These include protectionism, legalized extortion, speculation 

and tax-washing.   

Protectionism includes speculators buying property around key infrastructure 

projects in order to make financial gains from their sale or blocking any infringement to their 

business. Here “Matty” Moroun, a well-known speculator in Detroit, provides a compelling 

example.  As owner of the Ambassador Bridge, the only privately held international point of 
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entry into The United States, Moroun has strategically bought property around the base of 

the bridge in Detroit to ensure and protect his investment. Legalized extortion is closely 

related but focuses more closely on buying adjacent properties next to government 

developments for gains in property value. While both legalized extortion and protectionism 

provide useful analytical tools for examining the unfolding of property relations in Detroit, 

we now turn to a consideration of speculation and tax washing.   

The case studies below demonstrate the actions by housing speculators as 

understood through the topologies of speculation and tax-washing.  The former is betting on 

the increase of property values for short-term gain either by flipping homes or looking to 

extract rents. Here housing speculators seek to turn former homeowners into renters, often 

with the understanding their initial investment is profitable shortly after taking ownership. 

Tax-washing, while closely related to speculation, allows owners to sidestep tax bills by 

letting the home go back to the county and then repurchasing it by tax auction, meaning the 

home is clear of past taxes.4  In some cases, where a former owner became the tenant, a 

form of tax-washing consists of taking monthly rental payments for a number of years, not 

paying taxes on the property and then simply letting the home go back to auction. This 

proves to be extremely profitable for some speculators, given homes could be repurchased 

for as little as $500 during the second phase of the tax auction. These types of practices are 

often difficult to track because speculators, “Deploy a web of opaque limited-liability 

companies that allow for various investors to participate, spread liability, and make tracking 

actual ownership exceedingly difficult, as properties are transferred between various 

corporations where a rotating cast of investors serve as representatives often from multiple 

companies” (Akers 2017, p. 125).  While the actions of housing speculators can be difficult 

                                                
4 Note how law was passed to curb this type of speculation.  
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to track, the available data on formal foreclosures and evictions does reveal a stark picture of 

and first cut on housing dispossession in Detroit.   

Mapping Tax Foreclosures/Mapping Evictions 

 For this analysis, we examined the concurrence of tax foreclosures with evictions 

across Detroit between 2009 and 2013 with 9,775 homes experiencing both a tax foreclosure 

and an eviction within the 5-year period as shown in figure 11.5 Tax foreclosure data came 

from the efforts of Motor City Mapping project, which surveyed every land parcel in Detroit 

as well as collected tax foreclosure data from the Wayne County Treasurer.  The Detroit News 

shared eviction data via a FOIA request to the Third District Court. Data analysis did not 

include all tax foreclosure notifications, only completed tax foreclosure. Similarly, eviction 

writs were not included in the analysis, only evictions that were completed through the court 

system.  

Between 2009 and 2013 Detroit residents experienced a total of 71,894 tax 

foreclosures and 119,085 evictions (Hill, 2018). These are staggering numbers given the city 

has approximately 380,000 total properties and a population of nearly 700,000 (U.S. Census 

Bureau, 2017). Both tax foreclosure and eviction are far-reaching, citywide phenomena 

occurring in every neighborhood, as the map below demonstrates.  It suggests that if you 

reside in Detroit, then you are very likely to either have personally experienced or have a 

neighbor who experienced housing dispossession via eviction and/or tax foreclosure. The 

fact of nearly twice as many evictions as tax foreclosures demonstrates the sheer scale of 

housing dispossession and reinforces the perception that Detroit is experiencing a kind of 

                                                
5 Detroit had the highest rate of mortgage foreclosures in the nation in 2007 and had the 2nd highest rate 
(25%) of subprime loans overdue (MSHDA, 2008).  Mortgage originations hit an all-time low in 2011 with 318, 
down from 772 in 2009 (HMDA, 2014). In 2013, there were only 529 homes purchased with a mortgage in 
Detroit (HMDA, 2014). Due to the insignificant number of mortgages, our analysis focused on tax foreclosures 
administered by the County government. 
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“hurricane without water” (Interview, 2016).   The map below depicts the city awash in both 

evictions and tax foreclosures. 

 

Figure 11: Map of Tax Foreclosures and Evictions with Informant Neighborhoods Outlined 

The specific neighborhoods, from which our case studies were drawn are no 

exception to the larger eviction and tax foreclosure landscape. The neighborhood outline of 

Bagley in the above map had 1,533 total evictions and 437 tax foreclosures, for the years 

considered resulting in 144 evictions from tax foreclosures.  Piety Hill, a neighborhood 

closer to the rapidly gentrifying city center had 460 evictions with 151 tax foreclosures 

producing 10 evictions specifically from tax foreclosures. Together these neighborhoods 

experienced a total of 1,993 evictions, with 588 tax foreclosures resulting in 154 evictions 

from tax foreclosures.   
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A hotspot analysis we conducted did not identify any significant areas of overlap 

with each neighborhood experiencing different levels of housing dispossession. Some 

neighborhoods are more likely to have higher levels of tax foreclosure while others are more 

likely to see eviction. For instance, neighborhoods that have high-rises and dense housing 

are usually areas of multiple evictions. Neighborhoods that see greater levels of vacancy tend 

to have a higher number of tax foreclosures. 

While this mapping demonstrates how tax foreclosures and eviction have touched 

every part of Detroit, it is not without limitations. To reach a truly quantitative 

understanding of threats to ontological security, one would need to examine all eviction writs 

and possibly social media sources of eviction processes as well as all tax foreclosure 

notifications that are posted on homes. Equally records FOIA-ed from the courts are already 

known to be undercounted due to the extent of housing dispossession occurring in 

neighborhoods via alternative methods such as land contract disputes, tax foreclosure 

proceedings, and housing speculation by many shell companies.  This masking of a variety of 

dispossession processes coupled with silo, fragmented and often non-existing tax purchaser 

records and data makes scaling down from general data to specific cases exceedingly difficult 

(Akers & Seymour, 2018). Here ethnographic methods become key for connecting individual 

housing speculator practices with ontological insecurity of former owners. 

Case Studies 

The case studies presented below show the intricate, persistent and often subtle ways 

ontological security becomes disrupted when housing speculators seek to evict former 

owners through extra-legal measures. Drawn from ethnographic fieldwork between 2014-

2016 the two stories highlight the often difficult to track, yet nevertheless significant ways 

informal evictions become intertwined with the health of former owners.  This ethnographic 
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case studies coupled with the map and data above indicate that a much broader health 

problem potentially exists around tax foreclosures, evictions and ontological insecurity in 

Detroit.  

Knocking on the Door 

The case of Ms. Smith demonstrates the ways a threat of evictions works to erode 

the ontological security of individuals through numerous pathways. Ms. Smith, a former steel 

worker, owned her home in a northwest Detroit close to the historic Fitzgerald 

neighborhood for nearly 30-years. With the mortgage paid in full, she planned on passing the 

home on to her children. Yet, after suffering from cancer and subsequently losing her job—

both of which are key determinates of health linked closely with housing instability—she fell 

behind on the taxes.  She claims the county lost her tax payments, resulting in the home 

being sold at auction. These assertions of ineptitude by the county treasurer office are 

commonly repeated by Detroit residents and are reflected in our interview data more 

generally. At the tax auction, local real estate company Metro Properties, notorious for 

housing speculation, bought her home.  Ms. Smith’s only recourse was to try and buy her 

home back for an inflated price, rent her own home from Metro Properties, move or be 

evicted. While losing her home of 30-years is a traumatic life event, which alone strains one’s 

health, the added actions and encounters with Metro Properties also worked towards further 

destabilizing Ms. Smiths’ ontological security through persistent harassment and public 

shaming. 

 As Ms. Smith set out to negotiate with Metro Property over the future of the home, 

the company continued to post threatening letters on her door. Such actions, she maintains, 

contributed to her emotional strain and mental health.  As she recounts, “Then they kept 

putting these flyers on the door, with big red letters, “YOU ARE A SQUATTER. I was like 
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‘squatter?’ I’ve been in my house for 30-some-years. How you gonna tell me I’m a squatter?” 

(Interview, 2015a). The flyer’s “big red letters” pronounced to all passing by, potential 

visitors to the home and to every one of Ms. Smith’s neighbors that she was struggling 

financially and possibly facing eviction.  In effect, these postings are an intervention by the 

housing speculator to make a private financial matter public. She describes getting a call 

from her neighbors when a new flyer was posted, “Then my neighbor one day she called and 

said, ‘they put another sign on your door.’ At least 4 or 5 cause at one moment I think we 

was gonna sue them for harassment” (Ibid).  

 While the flyer brought Ms. Smith’s private loss out into the public and its very 

presence served as a reminder that the home was under surveillance by Metro Property, she 

feared the emotional stress and strain could cause a relapse of her cancer.  When asked about 

how the posting made her feel, she recounted of the experience, “Well it was stressing me 

out. I was like I’ve gotta stop stressing cause the doctor told me—they tell you to avoid 

stress. I was like, ‘how I’m I gonna avoid stress if people keep putting these notices on my 

house?’  I just prayed over it. I don’t wanna get cancer again or anything else happening 

cause I’m stressing” (Interview, 2015). Here Ms. Smith saw a connection between her future 

and past health condition and the posting of the bill, a clear indication of the disruption of 

ontological security.    

Tied into the fear of losing her home and its impact on her physical health was the 

threat of losing all her material possessions and potential homelessness the postings 

suggested. Ms. Smith fear grew to the point where she would never level the home 

unattended. “It was nerve racking thinking that if you leave your house you didn’t know if 

you go outside cause they’re [Metro Properties] gonna lock me out” (Ibid):  
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I felt like they could have killed me just from stress. I was losing sleep cause if you 
hear a little sound you come and look like ‘is anybody outside?’ ‘Is anybody trying to 
get up in here?’ I thought they [Metro Properties] would come at any time [to evict 
her]. So what I started doing is if I left home I’d always have somebody there.   

 

When asked if she meant there needed to be someone in the home continually, she 

replied, “Always somebody was there because I got to the point I was scared to leave my 

house thinking something would happen” (ibid). 

Ms. Smith’s story exemplifies how the threat of eviction works through multiple 

pathways to disrupt ontological security. While losing one’s home to a tax foreclosure is a 

stressful life event, Ms. Smith’s story illustrates the site-specific and on the ground modes 

through which the threats are constituted and executed by the housing speculator. While 

continually posting informal eviction notices on the door may seem insignificant, the 

insecurity she felt from such actions manifest in a deep fear that her cancer might come back 

because of stress and in a paranoia tied to the uncertainty of the actual eviction.   

Threatening Text Messages, Phone Calls and Surveillance 

The case of Ms. Victoria and her partner Mr. Jimmy, pseudonyms used to protect 

their identities, also illustrates the multiple and intricate ways the threat of eviction is posed 

and creates both physiological and physical stress for former owners. The couple had 

inherited the home from Jimmy’s aunt, who bought it while working at Chrysler.  Despite 

the mortgage being paid, health problems and unemployment culminated in them falling 

behind on the taxes and eventually losing it in a tax foreclosure. Parallel to Ms. Smith’s story, 

the family also claims to have attempted to make arrangements with the county to pay the 

tax arrear, but their payments were lost or not registered.  The result what that a local 

housing speculator, Mike Kelly, bought the property at tax auction under one of his many 

shell companies within the Detroit Property Exchange.  The couple was able to come to an 
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eventual agreement to buy the home back on a land contract from Mr. Kelly. Over a three-

year period, he collected monthly payments from the couple but neglected to pay the 

property taxes.  As a consequence of Mr. Kelly’s intentional inaction, the home went back 

into tax foreclosure for a second time.   

The couple became aware they might lose the home for a second time in the midst 

of another stressful life event. Victoria awoke on a fall day in 2014 to find the wheels of the 

family car stolen the previous night and since the Detroit Police would not come to file a 

report she was forced down to the station.  Upon returning, a white sports car was 

conspicuously parked near the driveway of the family home with the passenger noticeably 

examining the property.  Curious to know what was going on Victoria ask what he was 

doing.  The response was blunt and straight forward, “I’m buying this home on Monday at 

the tax auction” (Interview 2015b).  She relates finding out about the second tax auction of 

the family home and how it impacted her diabetes:   

I was doing really good. I was a diabetic for twelve years, never had any problems. 
Until, I’m not sure, it probably started October or November last year [2014] when 
we found out what was going on with the house.  Cause we thought we were about 
to get it put back in our name, only to learn that we weren’t and it was devastating. 
To have it happen the first time was unbelievable; twice you don’t even know what 
to think anymore.  When that happened, I let everything go. I wasn’t eating right. I 
wasn’t testing. I didn’t feel good.  Finally, I felt so bad I went to the doctor. The first 
thing they do is test your sugar—A1C. My A1C was 10.1. It had never been that 
high, even when I was first diagnosed, I think it was 7.4.   

 

When asked if she saw a connection between a spike in her blood sugar and losing the home 

for the second time she quickly responded, “Definitely and that’s the first thing I asked the 

[health professional], in fact she asked me, “do you have any stress in your life right now?” I 

just started laughing, ‘the worst I’ve ever had? in my life.’ She said, ‘bingo, its stress induced 

when it comes on that quickly’” (Interview 2015b).   
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Victoria later reflects on how the threat of eviction posed by the second buyer could 

potentially impact their future health: “The thing that I’m concerned about is if we do have 

to move. That’s going to be the big one and I hope, I really hope that doesn’t happen.  I’m 

worried about my diabetes; I’m worried about Jimmy’s heart [he suffers from a heart 

condition, dementia and is legally blind]. I don’t know he might be able to take it because we 

are always stronger than we think.  But I just don’t know, I really don’t. It’s very fragile for 

him, that house and me too” (Interview 2015b). 

  The white sports car parked outside the couple’s home signaled the beginning of a 

new series of threatening and intimidating actions taken by the purchaser.  As the couple 

attempted to challenge the sale of the home through the court system, the new housing 

speculator employed a mixture of surveillance, threatening text messages and letters in an 

effort to compel Victoria and Jimmy to drop the lawsuit and leave the home.  In one 

instance, Victoria believed, and an affidavit later confirmed, that she was followed by the 

new owner to a restaurant in Detroit and then paged. Victoria describes the encounter: 

He had somebody follow me. I went to pick up my granddaughters at a restaurant, 
where my daughter-in-law works and they called me on the restaurant phone. And 
[he] started, “Well, if you don’t have enough money to pay your bills, what are you 
doing in a fancy restaurant?” I mean, he was all up on me on the phone and it totally 
freaked me out. Because the first thing that he said is, “Well, you’re under 
surveillance, so you better watch everything you do. 
 
The threats persisted after this incident with intimidating text messages.  These 

messages both threaten further litigation as well as the possibility of throwing out all the 

couple’s possessions.   

Will you be vacating the property located at […], Detroit following the 30 day [sic] 
notice personally served on you? Please take notice that we will continue to 
aggressively litigate BOTH the eviction as well as the case pending against you [in 
circuit court]. 
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You and [attorney] somehow believe that we will ‘cave in’ to your legal shenanigans. In 

reality it only strengthens our resolve to remove you as expeditiously as possible, and 

potentially has the effect of seeking larger damages from you and your other cohorts. 

Looking forward to dropping a dumpster on my property. 

Letters were also mailed and posted to the couple’s door during this time. In one 

letter, the speculator continues to make threats about litigating beyond the eviction and 

concludes by rhetorically suggesting that Victoria, “consider a Habanero [sic] enema to 

soothe [her] nerves” (Court Records).  

Finally, in 2016, a landscaping crew was sent by the purchaser to cut down a pine 

tree in the couple’s front yard.  While the purchaser was within his right to do this, Victoria 

believes it was done primarily to “mess with us” (Interview 2015b). The cutting down of the 

tree, coupled with the stress of the previous interaction, culminated in a major health 

episode for Victoria.  The day the tree was cut down she suffered a Takotsubo 

cardiomyopathy, which is a non-blockage, stress induced heart attack, often referred to as 

broken heart syndrome.  

Victoria and Jimmy’s story demonstrates how housing speculators come to threaten 

eviction and undermine ontological security in numerous ways. Losing one’s home, being 

under surveillance, threating text messages and letters contributed to a loss of blood glucose 

control and also to a subsequent heart attack for Victoria. For Jimmy, he passed away some 

months after the couple moved, which she believes was related to the stress of the eviction. 

Conclusion 

Since 2009, nearly 35,000 evictions have been filed each year in Detroit. Our research 

adds to the literature on the health implications of evictions by showing how micro-

violences  like the posting of threatening signs on a door directly targets the spaces where 
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one’s everyday routines are structured.  The persistent intimidations and monitoring by 

speculators unhinges the ontological security of former owners, creating stress and 

uncertainty around a space that is often the bedrock of an individual’s identity and wealth. It 

is only through the coupling of both formal and informal threats of eviction, housing 

researchers can develop a more comprehensive picture of the geographies connecting 

evictions and health. 
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